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TAHI1II Foch's Trap Threatens

YANKS IN FRONT TRENCHES
IS

SUGAR RATION

1

to Catch Thousands of
Huns in Marne Salient

10

BE MADE IN U. S.

1A S

EFFEGTIVE AUG.

1

ALLIES CONTINUE TO MAKE GAINS;

-E-

ASTERLY AND WESTERLY THRUSTS".
Elimination of

All

Private

Em-

Food Administration Asks PubGRADUALLY CLOSE POCKET. ON FOE
lic to Reduce Consumption to
Two Pounds Per Capita to
Meet World Shortage,
bermans, in an Effort to Stave Off a Staggering Defeat, Have
Thrown Reinforcements Into the Already Congested Area and'
HOUSEHOLD RATIONING
Start a Counter Attack of Great Violence All Along the SemiIS TO BE VOLUNTARY
circular Front From Ourcq River to Region Immediately
Southwest of Famous Cathedral City, but Despite This the
Public Eating Places Must Get
British, French, Americans and Italians, With the Aid of
Than
Less
at
With
Along
Reserves, Are Steadily Pressing Forward at Nearly "All
Present; Short Crops Make
Points; Wi(Jth Across Top of "U" Is Cut by Allies From 37
Saving a Necessity.
rX
to 21 Miles.

ployment Agencies Probably
Will Result From Conference
Now Being Held,
NO COMPETITION

ALLOWED

TO BE

AFTER AUG.

1

Systematic Distribution of All
Workers Is Necessary and
This Must Be Accomplished
Through a Central Body,

i

iVfci

Here tire some of our boys in the present fighting in France,
tav MORNINa JOURNAL IHCML LBASID WIMI
Denver. Colo.) July 25. Elimination vision in the front line trenches.
of the private employment agencies
was forecast at today's session of the
conference of the representatives of
OF GOOD
labor and capital from seventeen western states.
The session was devoted to round-tabl- e
discussions by the labor delegates and the employer delegates,
each meeting separately.
W. N. W. Blayney, state director
of the United States publio service

- ployment
rOulf

agent-tes-

.

-

;

vf
.r
KckjIum,'4 tate
Ihe governent employment agency
manof
waste
read a paper discussing
power In Colorado coal mines. He asserted the miners were working on an
average of 191 days a year and produced twelve million tons of coal,
which fact, he said, put the mining
industry on a BO per cent basis of efficiency. He said he soon would confer with the state fuel administration
to secure moans whereby mine workers could be used to the maximum of
'their efficiency.
Explains Distribution Plan.
At the morning session, ' Special
Agent Davis addressed' the delegates,
explaining the program of labor distribution which will become effectiveAugust 1 by proclamation of Presldent Wilson. The increasing difficulty
of securing labor for thejessential war
industries of the country was the reason for the president's step looking
to elimination of competition for laborers for these Industries, declared
Mr. Davis. He told the delegates the
army ahroad was continually Increas-at
ing w,hl!e the army of workers
decreasing,
home was continually
dliNS-U-

(Continued

on

rage

Two.)

An American in a
Mess Outfit Bags
a German Aviatro
.

car MoaMma

With

journal aeiciAi. LtAato wirii
the American Army on

the
iFront, July 25
(by the Associated' Press). An
American
in a mess outfit
brought down a German aviator
n
the'
ofduring
AlHne-Mar-

Franco-America-

fensive

south of Solssons by
shooting the enemy in the head
with a rifle bullet.
wagons were en
Commissary
route to a site back of the lines
when the German swooped down
and attacked the wagon train
with a machine gun, flying low.
The young soldier leaped from a
wagon as the enemy flier came
near and shot him. The machine
fell nearby.
A
lieutenant
and
German
eighteen men who were captured
by the Americans were questioned concerning the remainder of
The officer rethe battalion.
plied:
"Those eightoen are all that are

alive."
The lieutenant said the speed
of the Americans was the biggest
surprise of his army experience.
He said the Atnericans even outwhen the
classed the Germans
latter were attacking the Ruswas glad
added
that
he
and
sians,
to be a prisoner.

F DR YOUNG GIRLS
Brides of Future Will Be Able
to Take Unto Themselves
Husbands5 Well Trained in
JJousf&oW DutlOSi.V... i
LCASCD

TO SMASH THROUGH FOE'S LINES

,

Rumors of a Decisive Victory Run Through Official Circles;
Reports Current That the Crown Prince's Army Has Been
Trapped and That the Crown Prince Himself Has Been Captured, but These Lack Confirmation; Latest Dispatch.es Show
Continued Advances by American, French and British Troops;
They Are Not Extensive but Important and Show That Battle
Is Being Waged With Great Vigor; Should the Franco-Britis- h
Forces Be Able to Enlarge Their Advance Materially Foch's
Great Trap May Be Finally Sprung by Overwhelming Blows
On Both Sides.
(By Morning Journal Kjx:ial Loused Wire)

PICIAL

LIfO

WIRI

The American public was akfd by the food administration today to go on a sugar
per capita
ration of two pounds
innulhlv. heciuning August 1, to meet
care
for the
to
a world shortage and
immediate demands of the military
forces. The American public at pres
s
ent Is on a
per capita
ration monthly.
Household rationing will be voluntary as at present, but public eating
places will be required to observe new
regulations, effective August 1, permitting the use of two pounds of sugar for every ninety meals served.
Unless the consumption of sugar Is
reduced both by householders and the
public generally, the food administration warns, supplies for Uolgium. the
Itod Cross. Y. M. C. A.. Knights of Co.
lumlius. Salvation Army and other organizations working for the welfare
of American military forces in Europe
cannot be maintained.. '
Situation is Dm'rlltoxl,
The sugar Kit nation confronting the
United States Is described by tho food
administration hh follows:
supplies
Sugar
throughout the
country, in homes, stores, factories
and bakeries arc at low ebb; production from tho American beet and

July 'l'.

three-pound-

Aisne-Marn-

Still later came the news of decided
n
troop
by
gains
and north
around
It wa
of Dormans on the Marne.
evident that the southern and southwestern angle of the German position
were yielding to the pressure against
them. News came also of Important
advances along the Ourcq front:
Kiipmy Itping I'Vrcwl Buck.
The outstanding fact tonigbt apthe enemy's front
peared to be that back
all along the
was being forced
hattlo line, or tne gains
drive Drob- possibilities, fot
ably has the greatest
it means that the eastern Jaw of General Foch's gigantic trap is closing In.
Other reports show that the German
command has massed reserves and
concentrated artillery to prevent
movement at this point or at Its counthe
terpart, near Soissons, where
western jaw had already been driven
ahead in. a week's fighting and now
assembled
faced German . reserves
from the whole battle line.
forces be
Should the Franco-Britis- h
able to enlarge their advance materially, the great trap might be finally
sprung by final overwhelming blow
on both sides. In that event, all of the
victories pictured in tonight's rumors
,
might well be realized.
r To the cool judgment of army offisituation
.did not
cers, however, the
warrant, on the basis of Any lnforma- -

Beware of Foch, is

Warning of Expert
to Hun Command
iAM WfRIt
Amsterdam, July 25. General
von. Ardenne, military expert of
the Berlin Tageblatt, says It
lay MORNINa JOURNAL .rSCtAfc

to deny
General
region
had brought remarkable successes
and adds that the German command must beware of the French
of

e-

,

.i
,,.iiMhle at a late hour tonight,
the time had
the assumption that of
Foch's great
come when the jaws
crushed
be
together.
vise might
of
do
the strength
what
they
Knowing
back
massed
hold
to
Germans
of the
bethe menacing flank attacks, they the
for
lieved it entirely possible
enemy to escape northward,
Kn Word ff Tnllcd States losses.
The situation can not be clearly
further information is
gauged until
s to
the Franco-Britis- h
received
the
operations west' of , Rheims. It IfBeems
attack Is presspd successfully.
Impossible that the enemy can stabilize his lines south of the Aisne.
Secretary Baker has so far received
no word or the American losses in the
German press represent fighting.
ports of tens of thousands of Amerilines are put
their
before
can dead
out as a snp to the German people. It
Is believed.
Mr. Baker's attention was called to
the German dispatch referring to the
'American troops as further "cannon
fodder" put into action by the French.
."The best information we have,"
tie said, "seems to indicate that they
(the Germans) are themselves supplying most of that material at the' present time.
,"
"We have no reports on our own
i

(Continued

on

rag

Louisiana cane crops has been disappointing: the yield In 1'orto itlco ban
likewise been smaller than anticipated; and the Inability of the United
states and the ullles to secure sugar
from Java and other distant sources
on account of tho imperative call for
ships for tho movement of troops and
their supplies has materially reduced
tho supply from such quarters.
Added to this already difficult situation, the quantity needed by the
army and navy greatly exceeds earlier estimates, wo must send a largo
amount to Franco und Italy to take
tho place of tho great volumo lost
through the German and Austrian Invasions, during which much beet land
was overrun and many factories destroyed; wo have to supply certain
quantities to neutral nations under
agreements; and finally over 50,000,-OOpounds wero lost recently through
submarine sinking off our Atlantic
coust.,
Tillilk! Askeif to Itetliux'.
In asking the public voluntarily to
rcducio their consumption to a level
more nearly equal to the compulsory'
restrictions In effect In France, Kng- land and Italy, the statement suys
that while sugar is often used as a
(Continued on rage Two.)

Yanks Inflict 50,000
of the 200,000 Losses
Suffered by Hun A rmy
(By Morning Journal Special lascil Wire)
With the American Army on tho to the front, the allied planes and obe
balloons giving
(by the serving
Front, July
warning
Associated Press). With tho sides of against interference by the enemy arSolsHons-Rheims
sack
the
coming tillery or hostile aircraft.
The American troops both on tho
steadily closer together, the German
crown prince's generals aro driving lino and on tho roads are keen spirIn
men
an effort to ited. Many of thoni, having learned a
their
mercilessly
hold them off long enough to extricate smattering of French, often yell to
the armies threaetenod at the bottom, the French marching by amusing
north of the Marne.
comments on "tho big show." Invaria,
Tho American and French troops bly the French rcpl', usually In lanare never far behind the retreating guage which the Americans do not
forces and the vicious rear guard ac- understand, although they shout theit
tions are not sufficiently resistant approval, no matter what th words
to enable the Gormans to proceed In may mean. The Americans alscf undertake conversation with the Anamltes,
the orderly manner planned. At
north of the Marne and clist whose countenance rarely change arta
who never attempt to reply.
of Chateau-Thierrthe Germans
counter attacked .taking the position,
Intermingled in the line of battle
but were promptly driven out. They and along tho roads are white, black
west
occunled Treloun.
of Dormans. and yellow races in ajl the units ana
the big machine is moving without a
and have held It.
Minor advances have ilieen made by knock or lost motion. Now and then
the allies In the woodsn that ipart of the color scheme to the rear of the
the sector, while further to t rle east. fighting line Is broken by a column
whose - apsouth of Rheims, there wcrnl addit of gray clad prisoners,
pearance 1b always quickly noticed by
ional allied successes.
The Americans have occupied Gour-pol- l, the troops who are more accustomed
to the khaki uniforms and the blue of
on the road to
cases prisoners
ols. and the French positions have the French. In gcoro of
have bogged their guards to tell them
u
been advanced until
to
be
The majorshot.
aro
when
they
Is dominated by the guns.
ity of them, however, stolidly accept
Hob?, Fnsltlnns.
Fall
what they believe to be their fate.
Near Soissons the Oermani failod
Wounded ,Aro I'amI For.
to hold all their positions .notwith
Back of the lines there are dressing
standing reinforcements and their des
stations and fixed hospitals, and the
perate need.
It is estimated unofficially tonight American wounded are cared for exthat the enemy losses are more than peditiously and skilfully, in a manner
00 000, of which 50.000 were inflicted reflecting the qualities of veteranshlp
to the American
by the Americans. The prisoners alone now belonging
in France. American doctors
number over 20.000 and the losses In
aro
and nurses, men and women,
deed and wounded, are appalling.'
Tho French used more srmored working night and day to relieve pain
and cavalry or and restore Injured members. To them
cars than usual,
mounted patrols were effectively em- young men representing almost everya
state in tho union, and occasionally
ployed In clearing the forests and French or British
soldier, are hurmnlntalnlmr contact.
for until they could
Toward Soissons there has h'eti In- ried to be cared elsewhere.
rtlllei-work s"d bitterer be transferred
creased
Is
The same spirit of
TM French
and steadier fighting.
soldiers disregarded displayed in all the hospitals of the
and American
caution almost entirely yesterday, ad- allies. But the number of woilnded is
be expected
vancing their lines In nen nrdr snd not so great as might
the magnitude of the operations.
ak'nir what cam without bothering from
to hunt down machine gun nests. This Y. M. C. A. men are also close to the
Americans.
brought them Into closer contact with heels of the advancingat
Jaulgonne
the main bodv of the retreating forces. One outfit appeared with
cigarettes,
Tn numerous cases
machine gun early In the, morning
to be
delicacies
other
and
chocolate
companies surrendered, although it
The
In
their
canteens.
of
was necessary to clean up many oth- disposed
guns were roaring on all sides .but
ers.
announced, had
Division headquarters are constant- Jaulgonne, it was
been captured, and the Y. M. C. A.
ly ehanelng on account of the comtook charge. Tho commanding officer
paratively rapid advancement of ttbe ordered
the V. M. C. A. men out, exlines, some of them have been
to occasional shells, both shrap- plaining not only that It was too hot,
men would
gather
nel and gas. though without damage. but that, the .were and German
wherever
they
Fill
Roads.
Transports
of
habit
a
shells
had
going where
Behind the lines long transports of
crowds.
allied troops fill the roads leading the German observers spotted
AlNiie-Marn-

,

Washington, July 25. With American, French and British
e
forces pressing the enemy hard on all sides of the
electric
was
tonight with a
battle front, the air of Washington
events
impending. Rumors
feeling of expectancy as of great
like wild fire.
circles
official
of decisive victory ran through
of
the German
the
current
that
army
Untraceable reports were
crown
the
even
that
prince
crown prince had been trapped and
himself had been captured.
Official reports gave no foundation on which the feeling of
suppressed excitement could be based.
con"The latest dispatches," Baid Secretary Baker, "show
Amerand
British
French,
tinued advances in several places by
and
ican troops. They are not extensive, but are important
vigor."
with
great
.how that the battle is continuing
Earlier in the day a press dispatch told of rumors in London
that the British west of Rheims had scored a decided success
and advanced toward Fismes, thq German rail, base midway
to
between Soissons and Rheims. Later reports confirmed this
on
forces
and
French
British
the extent of a stride forward by
front just west of Rheims, throwing the enemy
a three-mil- e
started
hack a mile and a half. Probably it was this which
wild reports of a sweeping victory.
Franco-America-

general.
He expects hard fighting will
develop' towards the North sea,
but now, he says, a decision must
be arrived at between
Soissons
and Chateau Thierry,
perature.
To Ward Crosses to Sixty.
Paris, July 25. General Gouradhas
; LOCAIj REPORT
asked that the cross of the Legion of
A summary of local weather condi- Honor be given to sixty volunteer"
who held advanced posts along the
tions for the twenty-fou- r
hours
p. m. yesterday foillows: Max- line east of Rheims until the Germans
were
upon them at the beginning of
miniimum' temperature, it degrees;
mum, 69; range, 83; at 8 p. m., S3; the offensive, according to the Llbi
DPrttieait winds, clear,.
(

.BE IMPENDING; ALLIES CONTINUE

WtRIJ

Camp Lewis, Va., July 25.
of the future will be able to "take
unto themselves" most competent husbands men skilled in the art of putting a polish on everything fiom the
sugar bowl to the bread plate and
shining pots and kettles until they
glisten like new silver dollars. This
Is being made possible by the strict
sanitary regulations In camp, which
give every soldier an opportunity to
learn kitchen efficiency in its latest
development.
And the wise girls of the' future
will ascertain how much kitchen police (K. P.) duty a man has performed before giving him an affirmative answer when he softly croons
the ancient love song.
It's the man on kitchen police at
Camp Lewis and in every other Amor-lea- n
army ramp, who dips his hand
in scalding hot water and brings out
the plates, knives and forks even
clciner than mother used to have
them, because the "most unpopular
".nun" in the army" the dining room
orderly is standing beside him to see
that his work Is well done.
As a. general rule men In the army
den t like to do kitchen police r'nty
It's too exacting. The dishes must be
mmaculate)y clean and the average
soldier entertains the idea that the
knives and forks don't really need
nearly so much scouring as the dining room orderly demands. And the
(ables, most of them covered with
snow-whit- e
oil cloth, must be spotless.
The ever watchful eyv of the dining
room orderly seem to be omnipresent.
Slovenly work on the part of the
kitchen police must always be corrected and invariably leads, to the offender being given an opportunity to
continue grooming himself for future
household duties for several days
more.
F.ven experienced dishwashers have
failed to make good on their first
tri.il as kitchen police. And it is no
uncommon thing to hear them say
that they can't understand "why a
guy wants to bo so sanitary, anyway."
But It's one of the strictest of army
containing
regulations that everything
food for the men must be clean to the
of the
result
a
as
And
tenth degree.
execution of this order, which is rigidly enforced, the soldiers can "fall
In and fill up" at mess with the knowledge that everything Is as spotless as
and
scalding water, m.shcansoap sudi
make thanv
conscientious labor

Colo.,

end-itra- td

GREAT EVENTS ARE BELIEVED TO

Brides

Alsne-Marn-

Denver,
July 25. For New
with
Mexico: Friday partly cloudy
showers east portion, cooler northeast
portion; Saturday generally fair,
Arizona: Friday and Saturday generally fair; not much change in tem-
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that the offensive
Foch In the

FORECAST.

IRY

Thrilled by News
From Ba ttle Zone

MATES IN STORE

would be

THE WEATHER

ill-

4-

Nation's Capital

PLENTY

,

roservc, presided and William A. Davis
special agent of the department re-oi-,
labor, and John H. Van De Vrics,
plied to questions which were asked
by the delegates rewarding disputed
points of the proposed government
employment service.
The principal matters of discussion
were the details of organization of
the federal employment service and
the elimination of. the private em-

The picture shows Infantrymen of the

Two.)

Dor-man- s,

'

Oulchy-Lc-Chu-tca-

estab-llshmen-

aub-ieet-

(Undated War

f

by tho Associated

Ilfw,)

General Foch has taken a leaf, otn)
of the book of German military, strategy and ordained tho use by the allied
armies of the pincer systom of of(e.
salient;.slve In the Solssons-Bhelm- s
Both jaws of the pincer are mov(nfj
smoothly, with the pivot along he
Marne working In unison, and the process of attempting to capture many of
the nearly half a million Germans In1
the big pocket is well on the wa "to"
what at present seems like possible
success.
The Germans, however, evidently, da
not Intend to permit thomselves to, b
ontrapped without fighting. Having
thrown thousands of reinforcement
into tho already congested, salient,
of
they have started a counter-attac- k
great violence all along the seml-ct- r
ctilar front from the Ourcq. river to
the regloni Immediately southwest of
micimn ann meir men arv miu u
have orders to atom tne allied lido or
'
'
advance at all costs.
Allies lrejw Forward, i
Nevertheless, at last accounts the
Americans, French, British and Italian troops, thomselves well reinforced
to meet the new turn In affairs, were
steadily pressing forward at nearly all
points on the battle line to Rheims
while east of the cathedral city a
Polish contingent
the first of the
Voles to enter the combat. Is declared
an
to have carried out successfully
In which,
enterprise against the enemy
were
mate
more than 200 Germans

:',

.

(

prisoner.

'

;

The western Jaw of the pincer continues to move eastward on both afds
of the Ourcq river, and the
troops aro virtually knot;!''
Ing at the gates of
the Important railway junction and
storehouse for Germany's war sup
lilies.
Further south to the Mar
new advances, in keeping with those
In the north, have been attained. '
At the pivot of the pincer, north of
the Marno, midway between Chatet-Thierr- y
and Rheims, the French hsva
extonded their lino northward In ffiJ
forest of Fere, In the RIs forest and
north of Dormans, while the eastarn
Jaw of the pincer, under the p reactive
of the British, has noticeably moved
forward In a northwesterly direction
for about a mile and a half over) a
three-mil- e
front to
and Guoux, the last named village flv
miles west of Rheims and. al scant
mile and a half from the Rheims-Flsm- e
road. At
the
allied line now stands about ten and
a half miles southeast of Fismes.
which Is the central station on the
railway running between Soissons and
Rhelme.
i.
Cut Down Salient's Width.
For a week and a day the allied
troops have hammered against' iha
a
salient until its width
across between the cities has been nar.
miles from
rowed to about twenty-on- e
an original
width
of thirty-seve- n
miles, while the triangular salient has
oul
been welded Into a
do sac. Over the ontire pocket" the
allied artillery continues to rain shells
from all sides and airmen are keeping up their Intensive bombing; of
troops formations and military .Ipr
millions and military works.
As yet, notwithstanding the Inroads
of the allied troops, there has been
no sign of an Impending general retreat on the part of the Germans, and
if he elects to stand and fight It out,
and the allied gains continue with the
siine success as heretofore. It seems
that, with the daily narrowing of the.
neck of the pocket the enemy neces
sarlly will lose many of his -men wtflSn
the, time comes to make bis ivay
;"
Frartcd-Americ-

an

'

Mery-Preme-

Mery-Preme-

i

HoisHons-Rhetm-

semi-circul- ar

.

,
northeastward..
Home perturbation is being caused; in
Kngland through a strike In several

Lcities of munitions workers. The work
men threaten a rurther extension of
strike unless their demands are knjft.

URGE DIRECT CABLE,
LINE TO AUSTRALIA'
la

hoiinim jouaajsL aaaciAk itASaa

wiaajj-- l

New Tork, July 25. Establishment
of direct cable connections between
the United States and Australia was
urgo.d by a special committee of the)
council of foreign relations, an organ
Izatlon of prominent business and pro
fesslnnal men, at a luncheon given
today for a group of Australian ,dl
tors visiting in this city on their ,Wiy
to the western front. The committee!
was authorized to take up with thsi
government the proposal for a mew
cable, "la furtherance oC
closer International and commercial
relations" between the two countries,
trans-Faclf-

to

"l

'
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Censor

BOMBS DHQPPED

20th Century Water Cooler with inverted bottle, ice container being made of indurated fibre ware, a
reduces ice consumption to a minimum. Water or other liquid pass direct from glass bottle into porcelain jar
and then directly through the faucet to the glass without
going through coils where sediment can .lodge. Water
never comes in contact with ice and is kept constantly
pure and cool. Just the thing for offices and stores.
3 Gallon, White Enamel Finish,
Complete With Stand
5 Galldn, White Enamel Finish,
Complete With Stand
We also have a good stock of Japanned Body, Galvanized
Lined and Stone Water Coolers. Trices $3.50 up.
We are agents for the famous Leonard Cleanable

FDR

or

ENGL IS

U 110

r

--

TO HURL AT FOE

Anti-Aircr-

Female Labor Is Extensively

MORtllNO

.fOURNAi.

SPt'.IAl.

L.A8CO w,.Bf1

llehind British Lines in France,
'
July 25. One of the most exciting!
tasks to which airmen are assigned
is what is known us "desultory bombing" over one snot for an hour or
more. The object is to distract the
EL. M. CHURCHILL
defendattention of the
Col. Marlborough Churchill is the
ers of a given district, and a machine new army censor.
Censorship has
carrying a dozen or more bombs is been placed under the military Intel-

RAA BE & FvlAUGER
1

1

ii

'

id w ii if,

Wo Have
115-11-

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

Phone

;

251

FEDERAL CONTROL OF
ALL LABOR IS NEEDED
AS WAR MEASURE. DAVIS

t

North First Strec'

the recruiting and the distribution
of labor :md will liavo advisory powers
regarding ciuestioiis of general policy,
l

Jewett Fire

It"
7

or Community

HourdM.

In addition there will hIho lie community hoards in each industrial community, composed of one representative of the United States employment
service ,one representative of labor
and one of local employes. The community hoards will bo the medium
through which local employers
in

war industries

will

appeal

for laborers and all details of the actual workings of the new distributory
these
by
system will be handled
boards.

SEVENTY TEUTON
DIVISION 15

which forced the country to take
measures to increase efficient y of the
workers at home.
"The efficiency of (he labor
is largely a matter of proper supply
said Mr. Davis. "The theory
of labor distribution which urns' obtain in war times is that nil the labor
resources should constitute a t..timou
supply upon which all liidii:;:ii,: doing war work can draw. Tlr; nonessential Industries must givn up pn, t of
their labor supply na cheerfully n
they contribute to Liberty Lou is and
war subscriptions, and the l;.o;- -i
jmist give up their cherished privt
ilege. of answering the call
the
highest wage."
(i!s:r:-butlon-

t

!?$

f

1

.e.

Khop

Workers
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of Hit.

aB

equally il l heioi.- - (ls
that of the men In the
"When a man sticks to
'
a crane and turns a deaf
t., de
bec-nof
call
!. t ap
higher wages,
l.een convinced that hi
at the
crane can not easily bephf
filirri
that his work Ir essential
winning
the war, that man performs :r.i act
of reai heroism," Bald lie.
When the government takes over
flstribution of unskilled laber it is
more than protmble, acurd.ng to Mr.
Davis, that a minimum wage far unskilled Jabor will be fixed.
The plans for the orj.ni.ation of
the federal employment
service provide for establishment of two boards
end a state extension committee. In
the first Instance there will be a state
advisory board of five members;
of a state director, two representatives of labor and two of management. The chairman of' the hoard
will be a representative of the I'nited
States employment service. The board
will have power-o-f
making recommendations for the personnel of the
employment service in their rcspest-Iv- e
states and will advise, regarding

.,
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rr Hit hi.

Davis ch.araoterir.od the
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atCrAL ICABCO WRR1
French Army In France,

July 2,1 ( by the Associated Press).
t'p to the pre'ent seventy Herman
divisions have been identified in the
present fighting .one and the battle
therefore may bo regarded as the
biggest since the beginning of the

employed for the work.
At first the airmen, a pilot find an
observer approach thrir target cautiously. With engines throttled down
the. craft glides ri"arer and nearer.
Below all is unlet. No Herman searchlights are sweeping the sky. When
the attackers are almost over their
objective a rocket rises toward them
and bursts Into a cluster of red stars.
The machine has been discovered. At
once si:; or seven searchlights throw
their beams aloft. The pilot looks at
his watch; it is time to begin his
desultory bombing.
He flies steadily on. although tt barrage of bursting shells lies now In
front or him. The observer looks
through the wires of his bomh sight
to the ground below. At the proper
instant he thrusts his lever forward
and releases two bombs. A few seconds later he sees the flash of their
explosions and above the crackling
barrage be can hear two dull roars.
He signals to the pilot and the machine turns and sweeps away from
the fiery ring of shells and searchlights.
A few miles away the airplane flies
to and fro at ton speed. The puzzled
searchlights vainly feel the sky in all
directions and then, one by one, are
switched off.
Then the pilot ipiiekly moves again
oward the target. Another bomb is
As H explodes the searchdropped.
lights reappear and the barrage Is
renewed while through the thickly
grouped shell bursts are threaded the
chains of green flaming globes, so
much used by the Germans.
Again the machine flies away and
this time to bewilder still more the
soldiers below, the observer fires a
white Verey light which slowly drifts
neiow and fanes our. All the search
lights follow it until It dies.
Hepeateilly the airmen return to the
attack. Bombs are dropped at In
tervals until the end of the hour.
when the machine departs, flickering
fires and clouds of smoke telling of
the havoc wrought by the bombs.

r.

w

The prisoners taken number over
and more than 500 cannon and
thousands of machine guns have been
captured.
Of the prisoners 14 per cent belong
to the 1910 class, showing that nearly
ell these boys already have been incorporated in fighting units. If all
of them have been utilized they would
form from 17 to 18 per cent of the
Herman strength.
Information received proves that
the lit 20 class, which it was intended
to be incorporated in the army of October, has been ordered Into the units
in September.
Most of those of this
class are not 18 years old.
25,(1111)
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25. The house
ways and means committee,
Hareeiiig today upon a graduated tax on war excess profits estimated
o
by the treasury to yield only
revenue, found that either all
its plans so far would have to be readjusted in orden to produce the
B,non. oon.iioo
sought from excess
profits and incomes or to resort to
some new tax proposition. As now
planned the revenue from these two
sources would fall $1. 6ii0, 000, Olio short.
The committee tentatively agreed to
a specific exemption of $2,000 plus
10 per cent on invested
capital, instead of $11,000 plus 7 to 9 per
excess
exempted from
profits lax under the present law. Various taxing
plans also were discussed, with lhe
committee favoring 30 per cent on all
net income in excess of the exemption
or ni per cent and not in excess of 20
per cent excess profits, 50 per cent on
net income in excess of 20 per cent
anit not in excess of 25 per cent, and
80 per cent on net income in excess of
'
25 per cent.
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Sold On Trial
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deposit the price with your
dealer for a Battleship
Polish
i our money
Aiop on trial,
refunded if you are not
with the work it does.
O-Ce-
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Company
Chicago - Toronto
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T
weeded and watered daily.
Betty Trindlo was too lazy to plant
a garden.
Luclle Coleman was to lazy to have

FRISCO KIDDIES
TAKE

III

GARDEN

WORK SERIOUSLY
tAxendiitMl Pr"

'nrrrpnnrirnr.)
Krnnclsco, Calif., July .25.
That the children who are enrolled in
the United Slates school garden army
and cultivating their war gardens take
their work seriously Ih evidenced hy
many communications which come In
from the various "captains," "lieutenants" and other young officers reporting the progress in their various
San

districts.
Here is a typical one:
Dear Sirs:
I received my
reports yestera iy for
tho V. 8. S. C?. work. Arthur McGlone,
1st l.ieut. says Grace Phillips has a
small garden which has lettuce and
flowers she did the spading and hoeloylo hamachcr has a garden his
father and mother helped him spade
it up he has greens, and radishes and

one.
Marcella Smith has obeyed ordcin
and has a very nice garden, watered,
weeded, hood good.
Charles Kemp has a good garden
lias time, to water, weed and hoe It.
Second lieutenant, Henry Ijtrson
lias a good garden, watered, hoed and
weeded good he hag lettuce onions, cucumbers, spinach, carrots and beets.
Mamie McGlone has a good garden
which has onions, lettuce, cucumbers,
radishes and turnips.
First Lieutenant Art. McGlone, a
garden of spuds, radishes carrots,
cucumbers, beets, turnips, greens
Rutabagas, which is weeded hoed and
watered and hoed daily.
Andrew Kines, Capt. has v good
garden watered weeded and hoed
good. I planted peas, carrots, beans
lettuce racliKhes and turnips My garden Is coming fine, but mv beans
froze, please send badges.
Yours truly,
ANDREW KIM KB.
The government through the bureau of education Is presenting 11 to evlittle
ery enlisted garden soldier
bronze bar with the letters V. S. S.
O. on It. These- are to bo attached to
by pinning
the shoulder, arm or hat and
blue,
a ribbon of red, white,
the
in
passed through the slots f ir the ends,
capto the clothing. The bar
border,
tain has three stars in the has
two
that for the first lieutena.it
and for the second lieutenant, one.
1

.

Vera Conklin has a very small garluxury in America, it has Income an den, she hns peas, lettuce, and fiow-er- s.
"essential element for the success of
John Viets didn't plant a garden Tell it through
the war among the nations of Europe.
"Upon our action here," the state- I guess he isnt very patriotic Vivllle
ment continues, "depends the possibil- Sprlggs he is another one like John. columns of The
Kena Silencer has a i;ood garden
ity of maintaining the ration to our
own fighting men and those of the slip obeyed orders and has it hoed. sults are auick
as
well as of avoiding a still
allies,
further reduction of the alloitments to
the civil populations of the nations
fighting Germany, which aro already
down to a point far under their' normal needs."
To assure equitable distribution o
the sugar the American public is to
bo allowed, tho food administration
lias worked out a scheme of allocation to tho states based on population
and the needs of sugar-usin- g
Industries in the states. Each state food
administrator will have charge of the '
distribution In his state.
MAY GIVE STUDENTS
MILITARY TRAINING
tRV MORNIM

OURNAl

Washington.

RrtMHl LRRRID WIRI)

July 2!i. Flans for establishing student army training corps
In every college In th I'nited States
having a male enrollment of 100 or
more, were discussed today at a conference between officials of the war
department and a group of college
presidents.

t
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Denver, Colo., July 24.J. D, Best
and Company of Denver, one of the
largest grain firms in the west, was
ordered closed today by Frank L.
Woodward, deputy XJn'ltcd .States food
commissioner. Four charges of violation of the food control bill were made
against the company. Two of the
charges are in connection with direct
profiteering, another with Indirect
profiteering and the fourth was 1
WlRI

technical charge.

NATION'S CAPITAL
THRILLED BY NEWS '
FROM. BATTLE ZONE

i

cleans, dusts and polishes all
at one time. It gives floors
and woodwork a high, dry,
lasting lustre as it collects and
holds the dust. It cuts housework in half. It saves its cost
in the savings you make in
brooms alone. ,

ing by h'.'rseli.

1

IE

Polish

onions.

r

Washington, Julv 25. The controversy between the International Paper
company and 4.000 employes in paper
mills in New York, New Hampshire
and Maine was referred today by the
war labor board to a section comcompanies.
posed of C. A. Crocker and T. M.
Ciiierin. It was recommended
that
the section interpret the cent award
of the board, disagreement over the
application of which led to the strike.
Authority also was given the section to reopen the case and hold further hearings if that is deemed necessary, but no hearing will be granted
until all the men return to work.
Hepresentatives of both the company and the union wero called before
the board to explain their differences
which resulted In the closing down
of ten mills and a consequent curtailTO HEAL
ment of about 75 per cent in tho production of news print naper. Both
sides were agreed
that inability of
their committees to agree on the
When Kczema. burn,' Jtches, disworking out of the award presented figures. I'oslam Instantly
soothes the
the greatest difficulty rind they Joined angry skin, Hplendidly exerts
its healin the request for au interpretation.
ing power, not onlv to make the dis
ease more endurable, but to cause it
to fixo' less and less each day.
LIEUT, ROGER CLAPP.
,
So effective is Poslam that a little
of It will cover a large surface. It is
,S KILLED IN ACTION Its
QUALITY, not the quantity of it,
that does the work.
' " .
IRV MORNtNC JOURNAL.
MRtclAL LBA.RH WIRK1
You do not have to' wait lnincer-taint- y
Paris, July 25. The death in acfor Indication of Improvement.
tion of Lieut. Roger Harvey Clapp of It soon SHOWS.
the American flying contingent is anSold everywhere" "for tree sample
nounced. He wag formerly a mem- write to Emergency1
'Laboratories, 243
ber Of ne Xafayetto escadrtlle. West t7tl St., New XorK Qily

SHORTEN TIME

CO.
re

U. S. EFFECTIVE AUG.

I'rosldent McTaurln of the Massachusetts School of Tccnology has been
appointed by Secretary Raker to or,
Alining IVjportles Merge.
ganize the training scheme and to apChicago, July 25. The consolidapoint regional advisors. Among the
tion of the Last Dollar and the Modoc men
named by him who atienrin,i tho
Mining properties In the Cripple Creeh conferences today
wore
Vin
district was announced tonight by A. eon, university ot Texas, President
and President
tt. I' raiilicnbiii-Ewho represented the wiiiiur,
d
university,
Modoc Consolidated Mines company
in the negotiations. Frank J. Cannon.
president, and Mark A. Skinner, secreLARGE DENVER GRAIN
tary of the Modoc company, will occupy the same positions for tho comFIRM ORDERED CLOSED
bined

, .

j

IN SUGAR

RATION TO BE MADE IN

BE READJUSTED

POSLAM DOES

$500 Electric Irons for $3.25

-

ac-

days ft woman
a single process
her work efficiently and faithfully. Recently in
one factory the women made 31,000
h
shecls In, eighteen weeks and
not a flaw could bo found in any
shell.
Many of the women workers before
the war were operatives in plants for
textile manufacture, the chief industry in' this region. In peace time
their wages averaged about the equivalent of $5 a week. Now the average
is well over $10 and. in exceptional
cases, $15 and more.
In some factories women work
three shifts of eight hours each, rotating each week. Their employers
say that they arc not affected by the
strain of night work. A large number of the women are doing tho harder t kind of manual work.
Piece work is the system used in
most of the shell factories, and the
managers say that the introduction of
piece work increased the output to an
amazing degree.
"Women," one of the managers
continued, "are more competitive
than men workers. Men will work
up to a certain point and stop, either
because they are Indifferent
and1
easily satisfied with the amount of
their earnings or hecause their mates
would protest. On the other hand,
women do not seem to care what their
mates think or say. Each Is for herself."
He pointed to a machine where a
girl was working at a great rate of
speed. "That'young woman," he went
on, "doubtless wants a new ribbon for
her hair, and she is going to make
the shop pay for it."
Tim minimum wage naid to women
In shell factories where the piece work
system is in effect is about $7. JO a
week, but unless a girl proves herself
capable of making at least $9 a week
she is not regarded as a good worker.
It is not uncommon for a particularly
intelligent ar.d energetic woman to
draw each week from $17 to $20,

REDUCTION

sixty-fiv- e

patch from Switzerland.
Typhus is
said to have appeared in epidemic
form at Berlin and malaria Is report- SATURDAY STRAWBERRY
ed in the grand duchy of Haden. If
is reported the Influenza epidemic has
.DAY IN GREAT BRITAIN
made serious ravages.
The head physicians of the BavarI.V MORNlUn JOURNAL .RIClAL L.A.BO WIR.I
ian army are said to have reported
that the health of the troops has been
London, .luly ;,r Saturday lias
been designated as "strawberry" day
undermined by the epidemic,
In Great Hritain.
Since the government commandeered the fresh fruit
crop for Jam purposes fpr the soldiers
Saturday is the only day in the week
when the public may buy strawberries.
The berries retail at IS cents a
pound Hnd are In great demand-the strawberries wero
commandeered by the government the
price was about :tfi cents a pound.
With
the "strawberry" Saturday
ahio came the "strawberry queue."
Many housekeepers bought five and
six pounds. If the storekeepers would
allow them that many, and endeavored to get more for Jain making.
Nearly all cream from the English
dairies goes to the cheese factories, so
strawberries and cream, even on
"strawberry" Saturday is but a memory in all parts of the country.

'

1
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San Francisco. Calif., July 24.
Thomas J. Mooney is lo petition tho
slate supremo court fur a, rehearing
Of its decision last Monday sustaining
a superior court order denying him a
new trial, it was announced here today by Maxwell MrXutt. counsel of
record for Mooney. Mooney is awaiting hanging in San Qnentin penitentiary following his conviction for murder in connection with a preparedness
day bohib explosion here.
Tho only thing that can stay the
appeal will be action of Governor
Stephens on Mooney's application for
a pardon, McNutt said.
Mooney's original conviction was
upheld by the supreme cotirt. lie applied to the superior court for a reversal on the ground that, fraud extrinsic to the record nullified the
judgment. This appeal was denied
and an exception wis made in a petition to tho supremo
court, which
was denied also.

Mf

t?e Mf Electric Iron in summer for comfort's sake for the consorva
tion of coal and gas. It will help bring Ilic clwl Hetty usctl tip lo the
mlntmum for which you arc clmi'ircd.
Fully nickel plated and highly polished, has metal stand and detachable cord. Weigh 6 pounds. Come in and get one tomorrow.
5

TO ESCAPE NOOSE

been able to

and

The easy the quickthe labor and time savlno- - wav

Manchester, England, July 25. The
women of Kngland aro making the
shells with which the British army is
beating back the enemy, and are doing the work at an average pay equivalent to S10 a week.The managing' director of a big
naval construction works here Is unable to employ domestic servants because all the women formerly employed as servants have gone to work
in shell factories.
When the factory men were called
to the colors, women quietly stepped
into their places. The vast majority
of the women hnd neither skill nor
training in' munitions work, but the
factory engineers by installing what
is known as sinsle process machines
made it possible for the women to do
the complicated work that previously

LIACD WiRKJ

lay HORNINO JOURNAL .PICIAL L.A.lo WIR.I
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ANOTHER ItPPEAL

artillery
SEVERAL EPIDEMICS '
last nisrht that Paris again could hear
boom of the cannon.
and Means Committee
SWEEPING GERMANY theThe
roar came from the region of Ways
Dormans, on the Marno. from which
Compelled to Revise Its Plan
.1 steady pressure of the allies is drivRf.tkC JOURNAL RRECIAI. Ll.CED WIR1
Washington, July 25. Several epi- ing home.
Pertaining to Levying Tax
demics are sweeping Oermany in adr
Tiormans is approximately
dition to Influenza, according to a dis- miles from Paris.
On Excess Profits,

$3.25
orid Saturday Only

The energy you spend is energy wasted
time and energy is money.
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July 25. Ho heavy was the
fire on the main battle front

I
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only skilled men had
complish.
In a week or ton
learns how to operate
machine. She does

1
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P

MOQNEY TO

0

WAR LABOR BOARD TO
PROBE CONTROVERSY
!

ligence section of the general staff,
with Colonel Churchill, head of the
section, as chief censor. (Son. Fran
W. Mclntyre, who has been acting as
censor, will resume his duties ns chief
of the bureau of insular affairs.
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Employed in Munition Fac
tories; Average Pay Equiva
lent to $10 Week,
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Tlie time you spend dusting, cleaning
and polishing floors and woodwork the
is time wasted.
y
old-wa-

Airmen Devise Plan to
Distract Attention of
Defenders of a Given District.

'anti-aircra-

'If It's

War Time Efficiency
Is Making Every Minute Count

vn j.,$

Allied

$20.00
$20.50
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 26,

the classified
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A Joyous Happy Family Of

Children's Wash Dresses
In A Summer Clearaway
Mothers. who k:iow how well we specialize In children's clothes will
welcome, with open arms, this seasonable salo of Wash Dresses, for
the 6 to
members of the family.
'

They are made of the best ginghams and percales, in dark and light
colors some show figures, others stripes and
some again are plaids.
Many are trimmed with bits if plain fabrics of contrasting cilors.
The styles and various color combinations are too numerous to mention in detail suffice it is to say that they are extraordinary dresses
priced at very lqw prices which are

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

$3.95
$4.95
$5.95
$8.50

Dresses now.

Dresses now. ,
Dresses now. .
Dresses now.,

.$2.95
$3.75
. . ; . $4.50
. . r. .$6.40
. . . .

....
.

.

.

Specials for Friday
Girls' Wash. Dresses,
values up to $2, at , . . .
Girls Wash Dresses,
values ud to $4. at . . .

98c
$1.98
........ soiled
dresses are
(

These

..

.

,

. . . 1 ,

slightly

.

casualties' 4. yet, but our people have
a much better opportunity to know,
our losses than the Germans have be
cause we are taking ground they have
been giving p, and In that sltatlon we
have a superior opportunity for tHn
serration."
m
i
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 26, 1918

Ft. COTTON HOSE

1,000

IS ft

50 Foot Lengths Coupled

$6.00

One Season.

Delivered-C- ash

LEAVE

if

FOR CAMPTRAVIS

Omil 10.881

Amidst the cheers of several hune ,,,cu of Albudred persons, sixty-nitcontingent I'm- Camp Travis
itary Mission in Italy Sees querque's
n
ut
1:1
left the city
i'inrt; insi night
on the second seotii.n t train No. Mil.
Nothng but Ultimate Defeat which
also hero a large number of
draitees irom linton. l.m Vegas and
for the Germans,
other nortn. Mjw Mesieo points.
The contingent, which was inducted
nt a meeting of the U.cal draft board
fV MORNIN3 JOURNAL CPFCIAI. LCClO WlttC)
10 O'clock yesterday morning, was
a
f the Italian Army,
Headquarter
A.
irilsle. Adoifo
captained by Hugh
a
25.
is
the
allies
of
"Victory
Goi.zales and Jose i. silva were chosJuly
I
in
sure
en
am
and
my opinion,
sergeants.
eert.ai.nty
The men from the northern noints
the, American army will be the one to arrived
early last night. Long before
deal the knockout blow," said to the
the local draftees marched to the sta
correspondent of the Associated Press. tion a huge crowd had gathered to see
MaJ. Gen. Kben Swift, last year in the other New Merieo soldiers.
The
of men necessitated a
charge of Camp Cordon, Atlanta, Ola., large number
bein
section
funned
nt!
for
train
seci
American
and now commanding the
No, S01 here, to which the coaches
military mission to Italy.
from the earlier train were attached.
"I tell you we will win so soon as
If the remarks and cheers of the
wo get enough men over lure and goUliers is an indication of Uieir morthese men get hold of the fighting ale, Kaiser Bill evidently will find a
of soldier. From the time
idea3 peculiar to this war, as they are new sort
they arrived until their coaches were
now
associathrough
rapidly doing
far down the tracks the men cheered
tion with the French, English and and discussed the probability of a
Italian troops."
quel; shot at theleftllohenzullerns.
lasi night are:
The men who
"I do not believe in bragging. I preNick Albany, Gabriel Saavedra,
the
claims
the enemy
fer to admit all
makes for himself. But giving all the Frank Q. Wtrgrier. rcinio Paz. Jose
credit due the Germans for their I.. Silva, .lose F. .Martinet. Frank
Tomas Gutierrez, Solomon
gains, I maintain we arc going to Freneear.Tomas
Turrieta, Antonio J.
smash them. I know the American Garcia,
Luis Munlz,
man, what kind of a soldier ho makes, Garcia, Alfredo Gonzales.
and I insist that he is going to turn Carlos Garcia. Juan .1. Montano, Henout' a most formidable fighter, stand- ry Caldwell Amador Nuancs, Vermin
Ruinaldo
Chavez. Juan
ing comparison with any soldier in Martinez,
Chaves, h ('.!.. Belirens,
Kurope. I have visited the armies of Chavez, Luis
Anthe allies' and have seen the kind of Melchur Sandoval, Samuel Fl.
men they have, and am sure we are drews, Delflgo Lucero, Adoifo C. GonKleuterlo
Duran, Ainbrosio
going to be proud of our soldiers when zales. Hosendo
Martinez, John G.
they have had the advantage of learn- Baca,
Luis Baca,
Pedro
Cordova,
ing from our allies and at the same Vishburn,
Aiartlnei:, I'rhann Sanchez,
time doing some fighting with the Lorenzo
C. Garcia Andres Lucero, Harry
enemy himself. Tho Germans are not .lose
Nicolas Maes-tdbelieve they already fear McA.'oe, Frank Armljo,
fools and
Luis
GriegOi Manuel A. Gutierrez.
us.
,
Tomas Gutierrez, Elmer
"One of the great factors in mak- Abel XViiora,
Bonifacio Lumi, Manuel
ing our army great is that of disci- Kreamer,
Luclen Hoch, Pat Koy.lowski,
pline. The men commanding our army
aCreia, Hugh A. Carlisle, Juan
are said to be merciless in matters af- Samuel
J.
Serna,
Alejandro Armijo. Vidal Guin
of
putquestions
fecting discipline,
tierrez; W. P. lirennnn, Paul H. Dieck-mnting tho right officer, in tho right
J. J. Cox, Simon Salaznr, Fred
place, of eliminating favoritism and VV. Putinan. Uoscoe Vaughn, Tnrlbio
unfit men. and this is as it should be. Trujillu, Pablo Padillu, Harry Miller,
By merciless discipline, however. I Nicolas Candelaria, Alejandro Armijo,
do nor mean ill treatment of soldiers
Knsebioj Archuleta, Manuel Chavez,
or anybody.
Zamora, Runialdo Padilla.
"This army of ours that we are Victor
building up will lead to the final defeat of the Germans for somewhat the
same reasons, perhaps, that Napoleon
was defeated in Kurope after fifteen
years of victory or that the confederate army was defeated in our civil
war. Time is working in favor of the
allies. The Germans have not succeeded in obtaining any overwhelming
derision in this war. and the duy will
Cunning Without Sueur.
The United States food administracome when the allhs, backed up by
the great American man power, will tion is asking every one to buy for
themselves demand and obtain the de- household use no more sugar than is
This is asked
cision that we call victory. I do not absolutely necessary.
believe In paying compliments to our- in order that there will bo some for
be canned
should
selves or our allies, unless deserved, canning. But fruits
but this is the situation as I see it in without sugar if possible. Here are
some suggestions:
Its purely military aspect."
i ..Midi; JYiilt LonlUcr,
Mash ripa fruit (berries, cherries,
Fulton 'Squares' Self.
and blue
peaches
New York, July 25. KVfd Fulton figs, apricots,
has satisfactorily explained his failure plums may be used) to a pulp, spreadin
to nppeatfor "examination" before his on lightly oiled platters and dry
local draft board here, and the re- the sun or dryer. When dry, sprinkle
in jars or
quest for his apprehension as a delin- with sugar and pack away
wax paper.
quent has ijeen cancelled. Jack Cur-le- very tight boxes linedandwithhulf
peaches
Peaches or half
promoter of the bout between
Fulton and Jack Dcmpsoy. scheduled and figs make a delicious leather and
In Harrison, N. .1., for Saturday night, need only a sprinkling of sugar.
Servo this, leather In winter instead
made public a letter today to this effect from the New York local board. of candy oi 'with cream cheese and
nuts for dessert. Fruit leather may
be soaked in water and used for pies,
sauces.
shortcakes,
pmldings and
When intended for this purpose omit
iirrawnri urn' ill vr.ifa
the sugar.
Bottle fruit juice without sugar and
save it for Jelly until sugar Is more
plentiful.
Many fruits can be dried. This will
save sugar.
Some fruits can be stored, such as
pears.
apples or winter
Most of us hav been told from
young
childhood the story of the
prince who searched the world over
for a buried treasure and at last found
It under his own door step.
Many times the thing we are eagerly hunting for far from home Is at
our very door. This Is more than a
trite moral; It is practical advance. It
is especially practical today for the
housewife who may complain that
because of the shortage of containers
she can not "nut up" as much foodstuffs this year as formerly.
Because of lack of tin, solder, rubber and labor has made a shortage of
cans and Jars it does not necessarily
.follow thiit there in shortage of containers. How about all those bottles
you have tucked away on the back
shelf of the pantry and In
corners of the cellar? They may
be brought out and used, If properly
s
sterilized.
Many women are already forming
clubs to assemsalvage
neighborhood
bottles, glass and
ble the empty
earthen jars, and boxes that ordinir
ily would be thrown away both at
home and In the store, and are redistributing them to women who have
not enough other containers to hold
their winter's supply of preserved and
canned goods.
Unusual cure must be taken tn
sterilize every bottle and Jar that is
salvaged before it Is used. The following are some suggestions for using
Bottles Large,
salvaged containers:
bottles may be used
narrow-necke- d
for bottling fruit Juice, tomato paste
d
bottles arc
and catsup.
suitable for preserves, pickles and
The
contents
of bottles
vegetables.
corked and sealed with seallnj-vakeep if the usual canning directions
are followed. Boxes Tin, wood ,ind
pasteboard boxes may be used for
Paste
dried fruits and vegetables.
over the edges to protect from '.trwots
Caws-Any
and moisture.
prcssure-ll- d
cans such as corn syrup conies In,
used
for
be
canning fruit and
may
Csn as usual and Veal
vegetables.
edge of lid with scaling wax.
Jars If srew-to- p
glass Jar are
cardboard and wax paper
used, place
In cove--- , and dip in melted paruffin
after lid Is screwed on. 15arthn trs
butter Is sold have
In which fruit
fitted lids and may be sealed with
wax.
sealing
" .'
6uinr Xews.
The French are getting a pound and
half of sugar a month and tho Italians only a pound. They are lot complaining. Shall we complain because
the food administration asks us ta cut
down to the very smallest amount
possible our consumption of. sugar?
The solution of the sugar problem
will now denend largely upon the coIf paoh
operation of the. housewife.
understands the situation thoroughly
no
be
the-will
complaints because
refuses to seU more than
i th proccr
tiit iccine4 atuQuaV to aacJt person.

Commander of American

Regular Price $7.00
Guaranteed

CERTITY

mm J. IITH

ON SALE TODAY AND SATURDAY

None

DRAWN

ALLIES VICTORY
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No J a New Model
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"More Miles per Gallon

v

For five years this Maxwell motor
car has remained standard in practi- cally its present form.

"

"More Milet on Tires"

:

.

'

i

Whitney Hardware Co.
307 West Central

Phone 76

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS
TIIK TIIKATEKS TODAY.
"IP Theater Kepeatins Jack Pick-for- d
in His Majesty Bunker Bean."
.Mack Sennett comedy, and
a two-rea Paramount pictosraph.
AT

'

el

Dark.
Lrio Theater Harry Carey am'.
Molly Malone in "The Scarlet Drop,"
also a sood comedy reel.
Pastime Theater Norma TalmaJse
Warring in "Ghosts of Yesterday," also
a two-reKeystone comedy, "Cinder
of Love."
Crystal Opera House

el

AT TIIK 1WST1MK.

Norma Talmadgc, the famous Select star, will uppear nt the PaHtiine
in
theater today and tomorrow,
Ghosts of Yesterday."
When the story opens Howard
an aide young artist who is
wasting his lite and his fortune in
dissipation, is on the verge of committing suicide as the climax of his empty career. At this crucial moment he
meets a poor seamstress, Ruth
who convinces him of the folly
of his course. As the first step, he
marries her and secures a position in
an engraving plant to. earn the necessities of life; at the same time he
works on a portrait of bis wife, into
which he paints her very soul. Hefore
lie can complete the picture, he sells
un invention which brings him fortune; but it is too late to save his beloved wife whom a linbering illness has
carried off.
Broken in spirit, the artist proceeds
to Paris mid there, visiting the Hal
Tabarin, he discovers in Jeanne I.a
Fleur, the queen of the fast set, an
exact physical prototype of his adored
wife, but spiritually far different. The
cabaret singer is loved by the
wealthy Count Pascal ile Fondtas, but
the artist appeals to .her and she
comes to his chateau to pose for the
completion of the portrait.
Whilo he paints, love works a re
markable change in the girl, transposing into the loud public singer the
sweet personality of his dead wife.
The artist, however, seems to entetain
only a professional feeling toward her
and so, when her old friends come for
her she slashes the picture which she
feels stands
them and
to the night life of Paris.
Her departure brings home to Mars-to- n
his intense love for her, and he
follows her to the Hal Tabarin, where
he finds here in the midst of a wild
Mar-Bto-

n,

Gra-ham- o,

ijsu' ...

jm mmn

i

revel, and impulsively attacks her
companions. His eyesight is destroyed
by a wound received in the fracas,
but the reclaimed singer, realizing that
he now loves her Joins him.
AT TIIK I.YRIC.

"Kaintuck" Cass had so many reasons to hate the Ca Herts that when he
got a Calvert In his power his whole
heart ached to do Justice to his vow
to get even. The Calverts were the
cream of the aristocracy, in the little Kentucky town; the Cassea were
poor whito tiash, not fit to associate
with gentlemen even in enlisting to
That
fight tle Southern Rebellion.
was several years ago. 'Kaintuck" was
now a western highwayman, and the
Calverts and Graham Lyons were In
the mining business. Molly was on
the way to visit them when she was
taken from the stagecoach bv iho
outlaw. A Calvert is in his power at
last.
But here a strange thing happened.
Tho Calvert heiress and the Cass renegade (became deeply interested in
each other. Molly might have Defrayed her captor, but instead she warned
him. It was the aristocrat, Lyons,
who was the traitor. Believing that
Molly had a taint of negro blood in
her veins he took advantage of her

brother's desperate financial condition to demand Molly but not 'as a
wife. Unable to stay away from the

girl who filled his whole life, "Kaintuck" cams Just in time to "defend
the honor of a Calvert" and- to wreak
n the man who had cast
vengeance
so many insults upon him.
-

AT THE "H. '
One of the most popular stones ever
Bonn
published, "His Majesty Bunker screen
has been dramatized for the
now
as a Paramount picture and is star-rinshowing lit the "B" theater and Louis
clever young Jack Pickford.
Huff and an excellent cast will support Mr. Pickford in this clever Btory
of a
which deals with the adventures himyoung stenographer who believes
a
great
self to be a reincarnation of .IM11"
is
king of Egypt and until he
tho
stoned, acts the part, marrying
"boss and
daughter of his millionaire
In reckmaking thousands of dollars
less Wall Street plunging.
g

Try the Want Ad Way
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And it is longer than any other comparable model has endured.

(

Of course we have changed body
lines and other external details from
time to time, for the Maxwell clientele
is fastidious as well as frugal.

KS

with
. 35
To
1271
Sedan i '
U"S
Town Car
a. Duron
1U prim t
Vlr whavla nfultf qulpB,al
MU ImIh Ml Tun CM

Maxwell buyers demand style and
finish, and all those other qualities
that make all the difference to the
owner who would be proud of the
looks as well as pleased with the
performance of his car.

k

But mechanically the changes in all
those years have been in refinements
of details only.

Auto Sales
Corporation

We have never had to apologize

Stale Distributors

C;.n..r j,,JrUl ((
AMU'QUaiQl'i:,

V

for

a single detail never found it necessary to change any unit in the
original Maxwell

(,ol(
X. M.

'And you know, that
a single weak link
was faulty in the
competition would
change of such.

food Administration
State News Bulletin

had there been'
one detail that
slightest keen

have forced a

When, after looking them all over,'
you select a Maxwell motor car for

.

yours, you have the satisfaction of
knowing that more than a quarter of
a million other careful buyers endorse
your judgment and your good taste,

i

Better decide while the present price'
holds
there's no telling when it
to advance again.
have
may

U,

w

-,

Are You a Slacker?
Will You Help Your
Country in this great
HOVR OF NEED?

x

'

Enlist NOW

,

All branches of the Army are open for enlistment

Apply

,

business.

KJ

Car
RoadaUr

I

Wide-necke-

mm

Maxwell
Motor
. Gars

'

is Calliim
far Velum
,

That's four years longer than some
of its would-b- e rivals have stayed in

,

for Enlistment Room 21 , Grant Building
-

-

-

'

j
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DESOLATION III

BORDER SETTLEMENT
LONG ON PATRIOTISM
lav MOffNINS JOIIHNAI.

Kl I'nso,

ZONE EVACUATED

MCIAL

lvb wii

Tex., July
Jose,
a little valley settlement on the Mexican border. Is ns patriotic ns is
Circle. Washington, D, C, This
was demonstrated
during the War
Savings Stamp drive. It was haying
and peach plcklm; time but on the
last day of the drive field hands and
their overseers laid down their sythes
and tramped a mile to the school
house to listen an hour to the speeches
in Spanish and English explaining the
War Savings Stamp sntm. Only five
25.-S-

an

Du-po- nt

Bf BOCHE TROOPS
Merciless Sacrifice of Everything but Crops Follows Retreat of Germans From the
Aisne-Mar- ne

native Americans attended thi meet(if the 109 others, all spoke
ing,
Many had been with Vlll
Spanish.
or lluerta in Mexico.
When pledges were called for each
of the 114 present signed cards, many
Mexicans making their marks. San
Jose's quota was $2,500. The pledges
totaled $3,500.
Many native farmers
puid cash or pledged their hay or
fruit crops In payment tor stamps.
San Jose went over the top and oversubscribed her quota by f 1,000.

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal.
are quick and certain.
Re-sui-

Salient,

With the American Army on the
e
Front. July 25 (by the
Associated Press). A desolate shell-torwaste and burning houses and
towns mark the zone evacuated by the
Germans, and indications are that
should the salient of Solsgons-Ithelm- s
be recovered there probably will not
be a village within It or a house
standing with its walls intact.
At
for the possession of which the
troops struggled for two days,
fires hj.d been observed for two clays.
It is unknown whether they were
started by the Germans or from the
shells of the allied guns.
Neither side is permitting sentiment to interfere Into the situation.
There has been no battle which, has
displayed a gi eater spirit of merciless
sacrifice
Village after' vllUffa has
been subjected to terrible" artillery
f,tre. until their appearance l.vjicuted
that the guns had been aided by an
Alsne-Marn-

n

Oulchy-Kn-Chatea-

Kranco-Amerl-c-

Hatley Davidson

their destruction.
earthquake
The Germans have 'occupied and
often fortified every village and farm
house, using them to the last. And
the allien have not hesitated to reduce
them. The grain fields and vineyards
huvo escaped, although it Is- expected
Uiatthousands of acres of. over-rip- e
wheat will be lost through a lack of
harvesters. The .grain fields were
saved owing to the rapid retreat of
the Germans, who In only a few instances set fire to them. A slower
retreat Would have resulted. In greatIn

.

'

-

Journal Wutt Ada bring rtaulU.

and Side Gar

With Presto lighting outfit, horn, Stewart rear,
drive speedometer and Landem cushion, new.
'
inner tubes and reliners in every tire.
Would cost new $450. Cash price $200
Will take Liberty Bond as part payment.

-

er destruction.

MOTORCYCLE

.P.

,

IV,
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AlSuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 26,
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100 PER CENT PATRIOTIC
J- -5

FEATURES ATBAT

At Last We Have a Few

CORD TIRES

LD

White Sox First Baseman Gets
Three Hits, Each of Which

Have you tried to buy a Cord Tire of any
make lately? If so you will appreciate this
opportunity.

"VJi!

ti''r-

.

-
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Figures in Scoring; Scores
self and Nets 3.

f

-

E. E. BLISS

MORNING JOURNAL SPCCAL

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
PitlHbiiiKli
Philadelphia

FROM ST.- LOUIS

Broolihn

Boston
St. Louis

BYSMIESGORE

Gib-on--

1

LK.Uili:.

Boston
Cleveland
Washington
New York
Chi' ago
St. Louis

Take the First Game on Ames'
Wild
Pitch; Win Second
When Holke Triples and Detroit

L.
30
45

.521

4

.5

45
R3

37

53

I lvAtJI i:.
W.
I..
55
37
4 2
50
4S

41

,....4ti41

40

4U

37
33

5

order his all park clou under the
The day after
uork ami i'hjlit ord
Secretary linker announced that ball
a uniform or
don
either
must
players

(!y Paul Piirm'iu.)
When the baseball hislory of the
stirring limns of war is written two
names will stand out above all others
In the magnate cud of the game as
batting l.OOO per cent, patriotism.
They will be the names of M:j.. T.
owner of the New
L. Huston, half
York Yankeis, and Jim Dunn, owner
of the Cleveland Indians.
Major Huston was the first: man.
financ ally Interested in baseball to
An
enlist In his country's service.
engineer of great ability and a veteran
rican war Huston
of the Spanisli-Ain- i
joined the colors soon after war was
was
lie
declared,
among tlie first
Annrican troops- to go to France.
Jim Dunn was the first magnate to

.4J5
.3U3

1

I

STATE

RIO GRAND E

1

111

er

0;
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RABBITS AND STARS ARE

2

.

Bancroft, ss
Williams, cf
Stock, 3b
Luderus, lb
Meusel, If

Cravath, rf
Hemingway,
Adams, c .
Watson, p
Hogg, p . .

AB. It. IT. PO. A. E.
5
4
4
4
4

1
1

2

3

0

1

1

5
1

0

WINNERS

1

IN

BASEBALL

The Skunks, who were disorganized

and then reorganized under the name
of the Grizzly Bears, were defeated by
afternoon.
the Jack Babbits yest-rdA game between the Third ward Stars
Giants
ward
Little
Fourth
the
and
ay

2b
,

Wood-chuck-

All-Sta-

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

and Itcfal' Dealer
In
AND SALT MKAT8
Sausage a Specialty
hir CaHle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid

they want me," he said, "I'll Bo
Totals
.29 4 9 27 1(1 0
along and run It."
Score bv Inni
The Government decided that the
Dunn construction forces would be of Boston .
.000 000 1012
Chicarrn
more use at home.
.010 001 02x 4
a
of
Two.hnca
or
more
less
was
r,it r:.,,,.)ii
Summary:
Baseball
mania with Dunn. He had owned sev- Sacrifice hit J. Collins, McMiillin!
Bases on balls Mays 1,
eral minor league clubs before he de- lciDold.
cided to get into the major game and Hussell 1. Struck
'
"
bought the Cleveland club. He never Mays 2,
Investment
the
of
out
got his money
New
and never realized his ambition of
to
hint Itoned; rain.
winning a pennant, which
meant a great deal more than the

4K444
I Hudson for Signs I

PRICE $1.20 Sold By Druggists

Treatiue with each tmttle or mailed ou rojuuat.
EVANS pHEMiCALCOV
CINCINNATI,
0.

MORNING

s,

3

S

15

3

2

0
4

14

2
0

"Tf

2

10

11 Lf H

.

COMPANY

FARR

Wall Paper

Hudson for
t Picture Frames

General Contractor

1

The Superior
ber & Mill Co.

C..I...5

'

Nunamaker,
Johnson

.e

liivei-K-

X. M.

I'M .1, AM) lAI,K SPF.AK
AT HOTARY LPNtHKOX
Senator Fall was the chief speaker
at tlie luncheon of the Rotary club
yesterday noon and told members of
his views for financing the war. He
touched upon business conditions, saying that taxation was holding industries to a point where expansion was
.
linless ncw industries are
provided he said there will be no
place for the soldiers after the war.
Private John If. Dale, who made
his debut to Albuquerqueans
at the
high school Wednesday night ns a
singer and lecturer, told the Rotarians
of his plans for clearing the city of
slackers and severely' criticized the
pool and dance halls.
Following tho meeting, the board of
directors of the club voted to
with the business interests of the
city in financing Private Dale's campaign.
A novel feature of the luncheon was
the presentation of roses to all the Rotarians wlio had had a birthday in the
last month. Those who camo forward
for the roses were: Max Nordhaus, J.
R. Hiinnurn, Mike Nash and Dr. David
R. Boyd,
president of the University ot
New Mexico. AH responded to toasts,
the latter adding that he and the
temple at Salt Lake were
Bert Skinner treated all
the members to cigars in honor of the
new Rotariiin,
Skinner, Jr.
Guests at tho club besides Senator
Fall and Private Dale were II.
of Socorro; George iV. ITlrick, of
Cnrrizozo; u. H. Waxom of Dexter,
N. M.; Don P.
Johnston, of the forest s rvice: George
1
Klock, o. A.
Mntsou and Prof. E. S. Seder, of Albuquerque.
inipoi-hiblc-

Mormon

.

the-wo- ik

I

4

.,.

toR&-Si$-

WITH WAGE RULING;
MEMBERSHIP IS

180

The machinists' union, nt an enthusiastic meeting at Woodmen hall Inst
night, went on record as favoring the
wage scale as announced by Secrenow mem-- l
tary MeAdoo. Twenty-si'.rs were taken into the union, bring
ing the total membership .including
helpers and specialists, up to 1S0.
According to Secretary W. S. Pat
terson of the union, the union is the
biggest In town. He paid lie expects
the membership to hi raised over the
200 mark by another meeting.
The bollermnkers
Initiated fifty
members at their meeting Wedesdny
hignt and e'nim to he organized 100
per cent, The pipe fitters and sheet
metal workers have been organized
100 per cent for several days.

MESSAGES?

...

c

Totals

Man

v.

'

1

0
0
0
0
0

43

0

3

0
1

Severeid,
Sothoron, p
zzllendryx

3

fnr Nunamaker

1

10

3

0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
3

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

4 45' 20
in twelfth.

Bailed for Sothoron in fifteenth
Score by innings:

Washington

St. Louis

000 000 000 000
000 000 000

...000

n.

Clark, 85; Rromfield. 93.

Tell it through the classified
ii Its are oiiick and
certain,
columns of The Journal.' Re- -

UNCLE

0011
0000

hits Shotton,
Summary: Two-bas- e
Judge 2, Shanks, Ainsmith. Three base
bases
Shanks,
hits Sisler. Stolen
hits Nunamaker,
Milan. Sacrifice
Snthnrnn. Double nlavs Schillte. end
Ainsmith. Base on balls W. Johnson
By
2; Sothoron 1. Hit by pitcher
Sothoron (Shanks). Struck out W.
6.
Johnson 3; Sothoron

SAfVS
By Getting

'

Detroit 7; Philadelphia, 3.
Detroit, Mich., July 26. Detroit got
out of eighth place in the standing
by defeating Philadelphia. Detroit won
by bunching hits off Perry in three
innings. Marty Kavanagh, a former
memlr of the local team, played
first base. The hitting of Veaeh, Kavanagh and R. Jones was noteworthy.
R. H. E.
Score:
1
Philadelphia ..210 000 00037 137 3
002 120 llx
Batteries: Perry, Adams and Per-

Detroit

kins; Dauss und Stanage.

tnnrnsl Want

Anx

bring results.

LMMmCK.
MOTIt'M YOU rrUUC'ATION.
Department uf tne n;ornir, 1J. S. Land Of- flca at Santa Fa, K. M.. July 3, 1919.
i Notice Is hereby given
that Fatruclnlo
Marques, of Marques, N. M., who. on Sept.
24, 1912, made Homestead entry No. 017200,
Boctlon 8, Township
tor NK1-Range
N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice nf
Intention to make fly year Htmii-stea- J
Final Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before 'William C. Kennedy, U. S. Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N,
M.. on Sept. 3. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Reyes Marques, of Marques, N. M. ; Antonio Jaramlllo, cjf Bldo, N. M. ; Marqarlti
Romero, of Han Mateo, N. M : Permltii
Salazar, ot Bibo. N. M.
FRANCISCO DEU3ADO.

ReftlnteT
The following messages remain undelivered at the offices of the Western
JNOTICK FC rraMCATION.
Union Telegreoh enm1"'""'
i,,"
of the Interjor, V, 8. band Ofinsufficient address: B. F. Harris, F. Department
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July 15, 1918.
Hein, Mrs. Cora J. Lunu,, Mr. Gold
Notice Is hereby given that Kstevun C.
'
man.
Chaves, of Seboyeta. N. M , who, on Oct.

Barnes and Wmlloy Win Malrh.
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 25.
pisvin lirtiiiunt golf f times and
again lapsing Into mediocrity, Jim
Barnes. Broadmoor professional, and
J. II, Wadley, Texas amateur cham-nlotlvs afternoon defeated Walter
Clark, Denver Country xlub, professional, and Larry Bromfiold, Colorado
amateur champion, three up 'In a
match that was featured by good
excellent
driving,
approaches and
poor putting. The putting greens of
the new course are still rough, which
accounts for tho missing of a number
of nutts which should have been holed.
Tho score:' Barnest 82; Wadlev, 82;

HELP

1

7.7.

x

UNDELIVERED
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VIcMullin.
Sli
Schalk. c
Russell, p

Give tho sofdiortif New Mexico
to vote if fti is at all rpractica MISS K0PPLIN DID NOT
chance
.
is the opinion of Senator Albert
SEEK ARMY ENLISTMENT
B. Fall, who was in Albuquerque
yes
terday.
Senator Fall said; he had been In
The following letter was received
Santa l'c to discuss with Governor vesteriTay by the editor
from Miss
tlie
of
hitter's
the
Helen Kopplin
advisability
Llndsey
regarding an article
calling a special session of the legis- which appeared? In Thursday morn- lature for considering such a step. He ling's Journal in which it was stated
said he did not know, however, whatjRl)0 attempted to enlist in the army:
action the government would take.
My only purpose. In going to the
In some states like New Yorli Army recruiting station, was to
as to the method of procedure
state
of
most
where
the
regiment!
are all together, he said, it would be in entering the service as an nmbu-lanott was far from my
driver,
a comparatively easy matter for a
commissioner to go in tho camp and" thought to enlist In the army, or anv
As a
of
the, army servic.
take the votes, but as it was with New branch
Mexico soldiers, where they were scat- trained nuriie I was hopini? to find
tered about in different regiments, ,11 some form of service where I might
do my bit. The notoriety acquired
might prove a difficult matter.
of the.t
The senator said he was not out to through your publication
discuss politics at the present time, article has been a source of grief to
me.
Respectfully,
but thought it was" far more imporTIKLFaN M. KOPPLIN"
tant (hat tveryone turn their attention to the winning of the war. He
left last night for his ranch at Three MACHINISTS PLEASED

Toledo, o July 25. Fast racing
featured the Grand circuit meeting
ll
this afternoon.
In the
trot Walter
Mabel
Cox drove
Trask to a new record In 2:01
and
equalled the world's record for fastest
second heat In the trotting race, Cox's
In the race was
only opponent
Pop Geers behind St. Frisco. The two
horses finished neck and neck in both
heats.
Incidentally the new mark
made for Mabel Trask equals that of
Geers' stallion.
Geers won the Win Kinnan slake
for
trotters, driving Brusl-lof- f
in 2:08
In the second heat, the
fastest of the season for
I.'rusiloff took the event
henK
First National, the favorite,
finished a bad fourth.' The 2:1 oaco
was won by Murphy with Oro Fino In
iro Fino was the, fastraight heuts.
vorite and never headed.
Murphy ijave Directum J. a new
record of 2:03
In the first heat of
the 2:06 pace and duplicated the time
in the second heat. His formeb mark
was 2:044. The Murphy horse had
no trouble winning the race although
he lost the third heat to Mary Rosa
lind Parr by being nosed out at the

0-- 2.

3

.....

tc
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Wholesale
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LUMBER

'

1

5
0

A remedy for infection!
of the urinary tract.
faititus,
and mil) not stricture
Relieves m to fi day.

Wallace Hesselden

went to the former.
.
Three new teams, which have been
organised in the c'ass with the Sam34
3
14
7
Totals
10
27
mies and Doughboys are the
x Batted for Carter In eighth.
captained by Kichard Arlick;
Score by innings:
the Red Birds, under the leadership of
5
014 000 000
Chicago
Jack Clark, and the Yankees headed
Philadelphia Two-bas- 600 040 OOx JO by Captain Keim.
e
hits
Paskert
Summary:
Following a game between the
Home run
2, Bancroft, Luderus.
and the lUarCnts this afternoon
Sacrifice
Cravath.
hits Zelder, the Sammies, American Kagles and
Stock. Sacrifice fly Watson. Stolen Doughboys will go on a hike.
bases Hemingway.
Double plays
Carter to Hollocher to Merkle; Pas- BASEBALlTblclsioN IS
kert to Zelder to Merkle; Maim to
Zeider.
Bases on balls Douglas 2,
STILL PENDING, REPORT
Carter 1, Watson 1. Struck out
Carter 3, Watson 2. Hogg 2. Innings
JOURNAL SPCCUl LtARCO WIRE)
(RV MORNING
Carter 6
pitched Douglas
Walker 1, Watson 2
Washim!ton(. July 25. Pressure of
Hogg 6
Second game:
R. H. K. other matters, it was sai'l tonight. hasWjrp
810 021 13112 12 1 prevented
Sncrcterv
nak'r rrom H reoiiifeil fivn tipnta in decide COMPANY SELLS SIX
Chicago
2
. 000 003 300
6 11
.
nis decision n 10 ttrn-ijun- e
H(1(1 t)ie w;ner in the 2:12 trot
Philadelphia
rormuiuting effective
AUTOMOBILES IN WEEK
time of applying for a purse of $3,000. Geers drove
Batteries: Hendrlx, Douglass and s'on of the
or fight regulations to pro- June Red in second nluce in thfi first
O'Farrell; Oeschger, Davis and Burns.
fessional basiball players. No indi- neat, won the second
neat, narciy
During (hp nast week .. the . Auto
..H.l ....... i Cl.lnU
,
IHttshursh
cation of when the decision will be Ip,..,i! u low fiiuk lin we tLIKJ
Brooklyn 10-- 6
wm
i
""
Kireet and
corporation,
25.
was
took
in
anA
available
AnrilCnld
announced
i"hilennt
..n.-- ti.HIlun
fmiflli
...
(hit
.....
fifth
......
ne......A
Brooklyn
tonight.
Brooklyn, July
A'
,..v... ........wv
SOffl
CIIIM'IIIOUIK'H,
both games from Pittsburgh by bundl
Both at the war department and Alma Forbes also won a heat in thlsi which ...rutif,
is considered an unusually good
ing hits In single innings for clusters among taaebu.ll men here there was a event and June Red and Chllcoot II record at (hp present time,
Those who purchased the cars
of nix runs.
feeling that the recent order upplying fought it out.
. ,,
:
.
were: Jl. it. prifihard,.
ft. II. E. the work or fight regulations to buse-ba- ll
,r .
Score Jfirst game:
Waldip! lee
1
to
2
0
but
be
would
000
000
revised,
players
Pittsburgh ;..000
Results from Journal Want
17 1 what extent was not known.
10
20x
020
.
.
.006
,
Brooklyn
4
.tf 4t
.
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Fifteen acres of land have been donated toward the Bio Grande park
by the Kaynolds Addition company,
according to an annnouncement made
yesterday by the Chamber of Commerce. The area donated lies on the
of
river bank at the intersection
Fourteenth street and Iron avenue.
000
is
and
about 1,400 feet long
and
feet deep. The tract adjoins tlie llun-- i
ing estate on the north and the
unillVl
nnitl.i
L.,..Mn(r.m nulnln
...... v.
nv.,.t., ,111.1
Jll
.Tl.n,r tr
n"l"fir'
ri'fiMt lt:i reel of land HO'
iiriweu tho
far given for the proposed ptirk. It
is throe times larger than the present
combined parks of the city and consists of fine groves of snado trees
adapted for park purposes.
The Intention of the liaynolds Addition company to donate land for the
park has been known for some time,
but the actual execution of the papers
has been delayed, due to the president
of the conipuny, Mr. Joshua S.
nolds, being absent from the city. Mr.
Raynolds is said to have been In hearty accord with the park project since
its inception. This makes the eleventh
tract to be donated to the city for
park purposes. The deed for the land
will be delivered to the city after the
completion of the park, in the same
manner as other tracts.
Park maps, showing the land donated to date, were distributed among
the members of the Hotary club at the
weekly luncheon yesterday. Donations
of additional tracts are expected with-Ithe next few days, according to the
report of the Chamber of Commerce.
City officials stated yesterday that a
special effort would be made in the
next few weeks to induce all the land
owners to donate their lands, so as to
allow the beginning of the construction work and completion of ihe park
before winter.
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in sonic essi ntial occupation Dunn wired his business manto
closo shop am to disband the
ager
ball club..
There was no (piliibling on Dunn's
I art.
Although his club was in second place and hail excellent chunks
for copping it p'oinant this year he
didn't hesitate.
"If the government needs my men
nt. L011H 0.
mere money Involved.
Washington
in can have them,"
St. Louis. Mo.. l;
Julv
But when the time came he gave
That was Dunn's philosophy.
Fourth 8L and Oopiier Ave.
ton defeated St. Louis In fifteen In
Dunn offered tho tti of his great up ambition, investment and all.
Dunn can well be rated side by side nings today, and moved into third
construction organization to government early in the war.
place in the pennant race. Fostcr'n
with Major Huston.
single followed by Judge's second WW WWW WWWWWW WWWW
W WW wwww
jouuie arter two were out, scored the
winning tally.
allowed but I
6 SMALL B()YS STAGE
tour hits, and but one local nl.nver
CIRCUS FOR RED CROSS got beyond second base. Score;
Washington.
AB. R. If. PO. A. E.
We are In a position to give
Six small boys staged a "coun- fi
2
0
0
0
If
Shotton,
wore value for tlie money than
try droits" and as a result tho
7
1
3b
1
3
0
0
Foster,
8
reVOTE
any other BUILDING I'UtM In
lied Cross chapter sterday
fi
2
0
0
7
0
Judge, lb
Uils vicinity.
oeived a check for $18.11.
4
2
0
7
0
0
ef
'"
' Office With
The boys held their circus In S Milan,
7
1
0
0
rf
Schulte,
(100 2 3 4 0
Kspirtn Santo canyon on the Cp5
2b
Shanks,
Lumper Pecos. They presented as
8 0 0 3,1 0
Lavan. ss
FALL their
attractions boxing bouts,
1
4
0
0
6'
Ainsmith,
snake sliovis, chipmunks and live
W. Johnson, p . . . 6 0 2 0 3 0
trout in a tub. Their entertain- 171
PHONE
'V ment was featured by Miss
Julia
0
56 1 12 45 10
Totals
and
Keleher as a fortune-telle- r
Ht. Louis.
New Mexico Senator Refuses h Miss Ruth Thurman and Miss
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Tompkins, who sang popular se- 3
0
0
6
0
0
Malsel, 3b
to Discuss Politics but Says ! lections.
2
4
0
0
0
6
Austin, ss
The youthful managers were
1
0
4
0
114
Palnte, Oils, Glass, MaHIiold Hoofing
Sisler, lb
All Should
Ted Chase, Allen Chase. Tom Ir- Content ThemG
1
5
1
0
0
and Building Paper.
win, Nick Marlowe, Dannie Mac- - 3 Demmilt, rf
1
3
0
0
5
0
?
Tobin, If
selves With Aiding War,
pherson and Robert Macpherson.
1
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
5
3
5
0
0
Gedeon, 2b
7
0
0
0
4
0
Smith, cf
COMPANY

won the
Sluggers
The Highland
season by
championship game of thenine
on the
the Kstancia
000 010 0012 defeating
St. Louis
F.stancia ground yesterday afternoon
OOx
3
001
020
Is the
New York
by the score of 10 to 3. This have
Two-bas- e
hits Young, second
the Sluggers
Buminury:
victory
'
bases'
Stolen
Paulette.
One of the
Burns, tnken from Estancla.
Young. Sacrifice hit Bronkie. Sacri- largest crowds that has ever attended
fice fly Fletcher.
Double play
in the valley witnessed
t ball game To
Fisher and Paulette. Bases on balls
attendance was estithe contest.
Off Perritt 4, off Ames 3. Hit ny mated at 1,500.
pitcher- - By A meg ( Fletcher). Struck
Th Slueeers took the lead at the
out By Perritt 4. by Ames 2. Wild start of the game and with good field- pitch Ames. Jnnnings ( pitched By jn and neavy hitting were at
Amfs 6.
,
nf losing. D. Chaves,
It. H. K. ,wirler for the Alhuouerque
Score:Second game:
players,
St. Louis
010 000 0102
won the honors of the day by knockNew York
001 100 0013 10 0
a home
for
over
the
fence
ing the pill
Batteries: MeaCows, Sherdell and run
scoring two runners ahead of
Gonzales; Causey and Kariden.
him. The fielding of Swartz for the
the
Fstancla team was a featurea of
10-three-baggChicago
Philadelphia
game. He robbed Burns of
Philadelphia, July 25. Chicago and
by a sensational catch.
Philadelphia. divided a
S. Mllbourn, who began the mound
the Phillies winning the first and Chi- work for the Kstancia players, was
cago the second game. Errors in the
out of the box in the third
first inning and Cravath's home run pounded He was relieved by Campbell.
In the fifth were the deciding factors inning.
line-ufor the game follows:
The
of the opening contest, while O'Far-rell'Azye, left field; M.
Albuquerque
circuit drive featured the secChaves, catcher; Salazar, first base;
ond game. Scares First game:
D.
Chaves,
M. Chaves, shortstop;
,
Chicago.
center field; Burns,
A U. ft. I f. PO. A. F pitcher; Pena,
base; Cordova, right field; WilHack, rf ......... 4 1 0 0 0 0 third
base.
1
2
2
0 liams, second
Hollocher, ss
MulF.stancia Welch, shortstop;
0
Mann, If ..
Swartz, center field;
1 len, left field;
Merkle, lb .
0 Campbell, catcher; Karstltter, second
Paskert, 3 b
0 base; B. Mllbourn, third base; Rpruill,
Barber, cf .
1
first base: Trocy, right, field and FAST RACES FEATURE
Zelder, 2b .
fc. Mllbourn
Strong, right
0 pitcher;
O'Farrell, c
GRAND CIRCUIT MEET;
0 (field.
Douglass, p
1...
InnlnifQ'
.
Carter, p ,
tllUl r IJJ ,11111MB".
NEW RECORD IS MADE
iMcCabe .
Albuquerque . .....033 020 20flMo
Walker, p ,
.uui ui i
Kstancia .
39

8 24

34

York-Clevela-

ELEVENTH TB C T

0

d

go to work

i

1

Philadelphia.

0

Collins. 21.
Gundil, lb
.1. Collins, cf
weuver, ss

.

Totals

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Batted for Stansbury In ninth'.
THE
X Chicago.
AB. R. IT. TO. A. K.
4
Murphy, rf
2
0
2
0
0
If
3
1
0
0
n THE
0
Uiliold,
fl.

24

double-heade-

0
0

fl
0
0

x

o

32 3 9 27 13
Totals
x Batted for Ames in seventh.
xjc
Batted for Doak In ninth.

3

Totals

2--

1

n

0
0

0

3b

Mays,
Whiteman

Batteries: Slapnleka and Blackwell;'
LfASIO WlS
e.l.-IIt. Crimes ami M. Wheat.
IBV MOHNIN4 iOVNL
York
New
Tlie
25.
ScoreSecond game:
P. 11, K.
New York, July
from r'ittHlmrgh
000 100 (101
2
Nationals won a double-head000 000 OOx 0 11
(i
Bt. Louis. The Giants won the first on Brooklyn
Matteris: Cooper ami Schmidt;
Ames' wild piteh. while tho second
Holke
Coombs and Wilier.
was decided In tlie ninth when
on
opened with a triple anil scored
Cincinnati
Boston
sacrifice
fly.
Itariden's
Boston, Mass., .Inly 25. Cincinnati
By hittlnK safely in hoth tflinies
Young made n. season's record by took hoth games today from Boston,
successive the first in thirteen innings. Filer
making hits in twenty-twFoster of the Washington held Boston to four hits in the opener,
game
Americans had held the record with in the thirteenth with ona out. L.
twenty-on- e
games. Scores:
Magee's bounder took a bad hop and
St. Louis.
broke Kawling's nose. Koush followed
1'.'
A.
AB. H. II. PO.
with a home run over Cnna van's head
1
3
0
0
6
In left field.
Ileathcote, ef
4
2
0
4
0
Fisher. 2h . .
George, left bander front Columbus,
1
l
5
14
0
lb
Paulette,
pitched the second game. Ho was
0
3
Cincinnati
Hornsby, ss
given miserable support.
0
3
made two double plays and a triple
McHenry, If
1
3
Bronkie, 3b
play. Scores, first game:
0
4
Betzel, if
II. II. TC.
4
4
Gonzales c
Cincinnati
0
3
13
Ames, p
000 100 100 000
0
3
Oriinm, x
Boston .001 000 001 000 0 2
0
0
Doak, p
Batteries: Filer and Wingo; Regan
1
0
xx
Packard,
and Wilson.
Second game:
7 24 20
2
34
Totals
Tt. H. JS.
Score:
Now York.
Cincinnati . ..201 200 00050 127 13
AB. K. It. PO
000 000 000
Huston
. 5
Rurns, cf
Batteries: Schneider and Allen;
4
Young, if..."
George and Henry.
2
Fletcher, ss
S
Doyle, 2b
HIGHLAND SLUGGERS
4
Zimmerman, 3b
Wilhoit, If ; . . . ; . S
TAKE CHAMPIONSHIP
4
Holke, lb
3
McCarty, c
GAME FROM ESTANCIA
1
2
4
Perritt, p
1

n-

3

1

8

!

5

0
0

stansmiry,
n

.543
.53!)
.535
.471
.4tifl

1

1

10

Pet

47
50

0

Teil it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Re

1

,5HS

411

0
2
1

.471
.44S
.427
.411

51

0
2
0
0

1
4
4
4

Strnnk, cf
Kuth if
Mclrmis, lb
Scott, ss .
Schang. c

.SP.7

1.

2b

2
0
4

Pet.
.B!I

39'

40

Philadelphia

Scores on Sacrifice,

V.
f
51
4!i
44

,...43
38

AMI ItlCAN

rs

LRARIO WIRE!

Chicago, July
Phone 441.
X2b West Gold.
enabled Chicago to defeat Boston. He
made threo hits, all of which figured
n the scoring.
He drove in three ' You one It to yourself to get the
comcrvo
runs and scored one himself.
Score: hottest real. When liwinjr tomore
than
buy Knaarile coal. Costs ti
Eos ton.
l
aw Lumber
AB. R. H. PO. A. F,. inferior
1 1,11 pauv.
phone ;:;(;;.
o
4
3
0
0
tiooper, rf ,
s n n
mean, zb

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL

DUKE CITY

Gandil s batting

25.

Trursdale,

GIANTS WIN 2

i

Notice is hereby given that an annual and special meeting of the stockholders of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
Company will be held on Monday,
August nth, 1918, at 10 o'clock a. m.
at the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque,
N. Mex.,' for the purposes of electinS
a board of directors, to take action
theron, properly organizing and transacting such other business as may law.
lully come before the meeting. This
notice is given in compliance with Sec.
!' 3 7 of the
Corporation Laws of New
Mexico.
KATIK RCHNA1',
FRANK RPHNAU,
H. A. HOOVER,
Stockholders.

Cleaners-HaltefRT

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.
STANDING

G1DIL

RED SQX;

Huston and Jim Dunn Outrank Major League Rivals

KELLY-SPRINGFIE-

Notice of Meeting,

CHICAGO BEATS

f

made

No. 017310. for
Section !8, Township
9.V, RanRe 3W. N. M. P. Mer.dlan, has filed
notice of intention to make Xlva year Proof,
to establish clulm to tbd land above described, before Win. C. Kennedy, U, S.
at Seboyeta, N, M., on the Sept.
1812.

3,

1918.

v

Claimant names

of Correo. N, M.) Patricio
Oar.
Gonzales, of Seboyeta, N. M
Ola, of Seboyeta, N. M. ; Dlonlclo Marques,
"V
N.
M.
of Seboyeta,
FRANCISCO DBLO ADO,.
V. P. Harrington,

,

Reglste.

L UM BE R

W.S.S
JFor Gold and Silver
Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odda
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For
A

War Savings
and

;

Thrift Stamps
Mm. C. A. Wright of the

Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charfe of this by the War

Savings Committed and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Ceme

Lumber
Company
Albuquerque
'
m
FIRST STREET
S
NORTH

-

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday,
GERMANY SENDS
AID TO ALLY

MOST

TO

CRO'llIS
C-

MnPNINS JOURNAL SPEC

AL

IRK

MUSTARD GAS IS

HUN
(P-- ll

l.A.CO WIRt!

WINS

HORRIBLE

lElTll!

CnnRItPONDENCI

TP

-

AND STUDY

HIGH

Jul26,

1918

FIVE
o

POST

FOR ARMY OFFICE

WOPNINC JOUHMAU

General

Hunter Liegett
Washington, July sr.. The most Major
.dangerous kind of poison gas used by
First
Himself
Distinguished
the Germans is "mustard gits," or
Insurrection
In
During
Mustard gas has u distinctive but
not altogether unpleasant smell, more
Islands,
ippine
like garlic than mustard. It is a heavy
nily liipiid. 11 boils at 217 degrees Centigrade, anil thus has uroocrties
Washington, July
Here in the
wherby it can bo distributed in tlir hub
of bljf affairs, where generals and
'form Cf U Kjiray on i lie impact of a admirals
ure us numerous as udjotives
...UhcH.
ro lu lie
j lie
deiiiian uirisjuim
Mustard pas is a poverfal producer
Informixed with Austrian divisions nnd
form an entirely new army, the in- of tours. Alt. r several hours the eyes
to
inswell
liegin
and bviter, causing
formation discloses.
tense
' Homo official
The nose discharge freedispatches also de- ly, andpain.
severe
coughing and vomiting
clare tho Austrian supremo command
has decided to take measures to pre. ensue.
Direct contact with
the gprny
vent a further advance hv tho French
:
nnd Italian troops in tho vicinity of causes blistering of the skin, anil the
vapor penetrates through the clothHerat.
Gas
of
not
procourse, do
ing.
masks,
E.srAl'K THE It RAT You can leave Albufiiimpie today at li:15 V. M. and enjoy the
tect against this. The symptoms are
Everything,
similar to pnouijionia high fever,
WILL URGE PUBLIC TO
a breo.-.- n
refri'shtnc cool
at
heavy breathing and often stupor.
Tho damage done by mustard gas
CONSERVE
is a slow and insidious development.
The breaking down of tho affec:ed
TPV mdpniNI JOUWNAl.
SPECIAL EASED WIPE!
tissues is slow, tho height being reachWashington, July 2:.. A
Sonera I ed from five to tea days after the
bo
will
launched i.im i'i reee'vod. The nainlrssripss of
publicity campaign
v .'',,!' vwr ,a i'i
idiortly by tho war industries boird the legion is also a marked characterNew Mexico Headquarters
tuni.irrow. ('iilifnrnlii'j fanelnatlng summer p layitmuinl. "The center of dimmer attract
to educate the public to the importI 't il
istic. Healing if, s".o..
ance of conservation of paper of nil
nll with prfvftte baths. Oonrtucted on both the
linns and ppuri lug events." Surf tiotlilng, phi ngt brillilnsr. ynrlitliur, healing, deep aea
Mustard gas besides being1 used in
kinds.
Kuropfan and Anurlran plan.
flslihiK, suit ami pier flahlng, tennii, gulf, m. Muring, dancing, hi.rpebatk riding, count-li.is also used for "ncu- direct
attack
Ih
Hotoi
Clark
of
in
doheurt
the
tM
!tuntd
it
War conditions,
was stated,
itnitHi'uii.iti.s, pi umeimile attractions, dully liun.i conceria, bout ttipi. The alwaya
tralization Fot' Instance, where sup
city, near beautiful
to
Central Park. Our
mand a radical change in the habits plies and ammunition are being
ilcllKlufully cool resort where pleasure nee
n
I'lincrogate. Excellent hotel, apartment
Baches, Mountains, etc.. from 11111 Htreet
or consumers,
as me government s ,jr,)1I(fM ,m n few mustard gas shells
bie v
and cuiiugo rui'llltles. Write for lllustnitiil foiilern on HecrentUun lii.mea anJ Indusdirectly opposite hotel. Kuropean plan
needs for chemicals and oilier
TarifY
from
11.
confusion nnd
will result in
per day. New Mexico patronage
tries, U W. IlallHnl, secretary, Chamber of I'oinmerce, Img Ileach, Col,
teriais made it necessary to prevent (1(,ny. A )iart dangerous
solicited. IliustratHd foldtr upon request.'
of ,h(, )llfantrv is "lien- XI lklttmli.b
ns much waste as possjble.
tlin
"Visit
refill"
Toeu
trnlized" by having food nsd nnimunl- GENERAL, HUNTER LIGGETT"
lion cut down. If the shell hurts as
well ,as neutralises, so much the, bet- in a graduation essay, where celebriter.
ties go outdoors for elbow room in
Mustard gas is employed in shells this dazzling dictionary of
military
In
inches.
to
eight
of till calibres up
brains and achievement tho name
of
FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
ont recent attack lasting forty-eigGeneral
Major
Hunter
reLiggett
-- rX
hours the Germans tsed 7,000 tons of mains in black-fac- e
f
TO POPULAR
type.
a j t
tho gutters ran
it. At Armonttercs
The man who has just been chesen
liqwith Hie horrible reddish-brow- n
to command the first American army
uid. It has kollod men as far back as corps in Franconext to
.
Need Help to Pass the Crisis Safe-l- y twelve .miles from the front.
tho biggest job In our warPershing
n't
gam-ismusto
.mask
fight
Tho American
readily forgotten. He has not
Proof that Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
bo
typo
of
the
is
respirator
tard gas
Jiefn stationed in
for
Hreathing is three years, but the Washington
ti, tinnii la nf rubber.nlne.ers
Vegetable Compound
memory of him
shutting! jg
,th.
Can be Relied Upon.
air en- the Announcement of his elevation
the nostrils. The
'
ac.ua, fighting leadership at the
bv means of neiitra.Umg
:
..
n :B t;. mm mm s- -bt
ClARY At TAN tOlt GTS.
I
Urbana,Iil. "During Change of Life, "
ipi.i ?,., Din hull was not, inereioro, a surprise
J ltliK
fa"
the ueve,- MKilCAI. N. M. IlKAUtlliARTRRB
the
ANGELES
LOS
of
army.
opment
A
a
"A"
ono-wclass
had an attack of into the lungs. There It a
firprouf structure. Sou all
Never Gives i p.
8 ROADWAY
outnldM rooma. each with private bath.
SEVENTH
FIFTH
SfearMAIN
grippe which lasted shutter valve in the hood through
a
On
direct car line to all points of
The center oi shopping, buiinnit and the
The
conspicuous thing hoard
all winter and left which the air comes out. nis maun . of him first
Interest ami within walking- distance
atricai district. Convenient to ell cat lines.
was during the early days of
ar
Home-ltkten
for
Euto
hours,
last
of shops and
theaters.
me in a weakened is designed
300 outside rooms with private bath.
ABSOLUTELY
RATES
II.. ......
)h
lo,,..,.,,H
with a personality dlutlnctlvply Us
ropean plan. Rates $1.50 and up. fining
condition. 1 felt artillerymen
'the
s
of
Thirty-timePER
FIRE
PROOF
third
DAY
battalion,
service
room
refined and excellent.
own. 'aril?, Kur, plan.
to $4 per
Free
the n.ajor
smt which enclos
that I would msile an
Uus from Depot a. Folder upon request,
the wuv ovp. fl.om
day. Amer. plan, $5 per day up. Fire,
.,,.,..
iH
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager.
never be well again. solilier oouuy.
,h ...
proof Karajre nearby.
3. B. LANKFRSHIM. Owner.
1 read of Lydia E.
Maniiptemeiii of Otttdtah Rleb
troops, of whom hoi was In command,
became helpless ill a storm. It. was
iPinkham's V e cre- - JUDGE LINDSEY BACK
the old tub "Immanuense,' as differCompound
FROM EUROPEAN TRIP ent from the modern troopships as n
and what it did for
women passing
decrepit wooden day coach is from a
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the Mind, searches through lis arc- nives tor tne desired information.
The orgin of thought Is undeterminable. The brain transmits tlmught,
but is not its source. Life generates
thought, but what is life?
"What thought is we find equally
vague. That a world without thought
would be a vegetable kingdom seems
apparent.
The uses of thought are scarcely
better understood than whence it
emanates and what it is. Its expres-
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OF ENGLAND.

Ann rloa has felt keenly the short
age of farm hands to gather the crops
this season, but the call Issued by
Premier Lloyd tlcorgo to the women
of Kngland indicates that we have yet
a long way to go before
our man
power will have been depleted to the
extent of England's.
The prime minister's statement follows:
The fields are ripening for the
sickle; the toil of the winter and the
spring is earning its reward. This Is
no ordinary harvest; in It Is centered
the hope and the faith of our soldiers
that their own heroic struggle will
not be in vain. In the days before the
war the whole world was our granary.
Now not only are thousands of men
fighting, Instead of tilling our own
fields, but the German submarines are
trying to starve us by sinking the ships
which med to carry to our shore the
abundant harvests of other lands.
Women have already served the
Allies by their splendid work upon the
farms, but the army in France has
asked for Etill more men from the land
to come and help your brothers in the
desperate battle foi. lreedom. These
men must go; women will be first to
say it. But the harvest Is in danger
for want of the work of these very
men would rave gone. Once again
therefore, as often before, I appeal to
women to come forward and help,
They have never failed their country
yet; they will not fail her at this
grave hour. There is not a moment
to lose.
Every woman who has the great
gifts ow youth and strength, if not al
ready devoting these to essential work
for her country, should resolve to do
so today.
If she lives in a village, let
her go out and work in the fields
from her home. If she can give her
whole time, let her Join the ranks of
the Land Army. From the nearest
employment exchange she can learn
ull about the conditions of service.
I have watched with deep interest
and admiration the splendid work al
ready done. Never have British worn
en and gilds shown more
capacity or
more pluck. And just as the soldiers
have asked for thousands more men
to come and help them win the war,
ho do these brave women in the
in the Land Army call to
other women to come and help them
save the harvest.
I know this appeal will be heard.
Ask the women who have already
shown the way what they feel; they
win declare that work in the fair
fields of our green island is a privilege
as well as a duty.
.
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man "news" agencies there were sen
propaganda "news" to the United
States in the early days of the" war
By and large there must huve been a
dozen of them,
calling themselves
"Overseas" or "Transoceanic" or by
some such other titles. Theyused the
wireless direct from Germany to Say
ville or Tuckerton. and their emana
tions were given to all of the Amer
ican press
on equal
associations
terms.
Dr. Kumely, however, was
continually complaining that no real
news from Germany was getting to
America.
"Real news" was what he wanted
for the syndicate. It had been a very
large and important part of the preliminary plans, the Evening Mail Syndicate. The project was to build up
a clientele that would gladly accept
whatever the syndicate might offer.
It would have been a splendid way to
disseminate German prooaganda. with
adequate camouflage. But. as I have
said before, there was no finesse or
subtlety in the doctor's methods. He
tried to syndicate the Babson articles,
A few papers
bought them on the
strength of Mr. Babson's reputation
but when those snme paoers were Im
mediately offered a dose of von
most of them
severed their connections
with the
syndicate then and there.
Newspaper readers will remember
the German attempt to arouse sympathy anV stifle war sentiment in
America by depicliting the sufferings
of German babies.
German babies
were dying by thousands because of
the dreadful British blockade had cut
off their milk supply or if it wasn't
the blockade it was somethmg else.
Funds were opened In the name of
the German Red Cross to buy condensed milk and ship It to Germany
to keep the babies from starving. It
sounded plausible; it did not at first
look like propaganda. It got a lot of
publicity. ('
Dr. Rumely opened the columns of
the Mail to subscriptions
for this

Its

a nmn concerns mmseir about a
specific problem. We say ho concen
trates.

Something
happens presumably
within his head. It is assumed that
he somehow animates his mind and
directs Its process.
His mental objective is a solution to
the problem which confronts him.
A force as mysterious and
as electricity is at workJthought.
With an unfathomed power he con
ducts an unchartered cranial cruise
of exploration and discovery.
There exiEts a theory that all knowl
edge Is in the air. That the brain is
a sieve through which it filters. The
amount and kind of knowledge gained
and retained is determined by the
mesh of the mind.
So the Big Ideas
slip Into widemeshed brains, but it is readily seen
that the finer screen limits and lessens
a man's mental consequence.
Another hypothesis hag it that
knowledge to the mind is like Bound to

the ear.
Your brain If attuned and properly
pitched, will figuratively harmonize
with a distinct scale of knowledge.

Just as the tympanum of the ear
registers only certain sounds, the
hrain exclusively records thought that
vibrates its naturally adjusted, highly
sensitive receiving surface.
It is assumed that knowledge thus
absorbed is filed away for future reference.
At a call, Memory, the Librarian of

There never has been any question
as to the stamina of American fighters
and only a von Ilindenburg, disdainful of every people not German would
think of paying a big price to feel out
American grit and ability to .stand
punishment.
The only question arf to American
forces was their lack of training to
meet the novel methods of warfare.
Even our regulars were trained to
meet men as men, and they had to be
further trained to meet a foe that resorted to all the brutalities, deceits
and meannesses imaginable. But not
'
only has the inexperience of the
American soldier counted less than
was to be expected, in the present operations, but ho has actually been
showing the Huns something new in
the way of fighting, and the latter are
"squealing" that Americans fight Indian fashion.
This means that our
boys work in open order, making short
rushes, seeking cover for a brief period
and then going ahead once 'more, the
general advance depending largely on
Individual intelligence
and courage.
Comparatively little of the stereotyped training is required for this sort
of action anil until Ilindenburg digs
Into another line of his for purely defensive purposes, a very large proportion of our million of fighters over
there will be fit for direct participa
tion In the fighting.
So long as the
contest has anything like the features
of open battle General Foch will
surely have a very largo body of
American reserves who are fit and
ready.
Take any large body of American
boys, direct them at anything, regardless of how they feel toward the purpose sought or what the purpose is,
and such is their spirit of 'emulation
and rivalry that they constitute on
almost irresistible force. It is inbred
In them to get what they go after, Indian fashion or in some other fashion.
LOOKING

FOItWAIU?.

The speech which the Prime Minister of Australia made to tho London
Chamber of Commerce recently and
the debate, which ended the day before, on a League of Nations in tho
House of Lords, both dealt with reMr.
organization after the war.
Hughes insisted on the immense ad
vantages which, Germany has secured
by her system of organization stretching its web Into every part of the
economics of the nation.
Dr. Paul
Socialist
Lensch, the
Deputy, has explained the system with
Inimitable lucidity and force In a
hook which bears out the contention
of the Australian statesman that
Germany has 1cen, and still Is, easily
the best organized of all states.
When 'the war surprised England
that country was not organized for it,
and paid an awful penalty for her
Now England is organized
neglect.
for war.
Mr. Hughes
pertinently
asks, Is It yet organized for peace?
That, he says, is the great question.
We Americans, too, have got to set
our own house in order so as to meet
the new conditions after the struggle.
But that task, indispensable and ur
gent though it be, does not by' any
means exhaust the work of organization before us. We have to do our
part and necessarily It will be a great
part in seeking the realization of
President Wilson's exalted Ideal of a
League of Nations.
Viscount Grey sketched out his
conception of' Bitch a league in general terms. They may he summed up
in the statement that a League of
Nations, to be of practical moment,
necessarily involves a more or less
considerable surrender by each of Its
members of their sovereign rights. A
surrender of the kind is always a very
serious step for any state to take.
"Xeo-Marxia-

AIMED AT JVDGES.

Senator Owen has reintroduced the
labor bill and added to K a
n
forbidding the questioning of the
law by any court,' forbidding the appellate power of tho supreme court,
and forbidding any Inferior Judge
from permitting the question of constitutionality of the law to be raised
in his court.
Thlg prohibition does not make a
precedent, since the United States supreme court has, in several Instances,
recognized the right of congress to
forbid it to exercise appellate Jurisdiction, in certain cascH. Nor does It
furnish a sure way by which the
people can get legislation they want
despite the supreme court. Suppose
that some "inferior Judge" does permit the constitutionality of this measure to be raised In his court.
The
matter would then have to go to the
United States supreme court, wouldn't
It?
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Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German

'And

there was nqver any question
that, up to the breaking off of relations between the United States and
Germany, ho was in close and continued contact with the representain
tives of the German government

America.
Very enrly in the game Dr. Rumely
attempted to assume exclusive control
of the Washington correspondence of
the paper. It was not long before the
.Mail's Washington representative was
spoken of as the one man who could
(Copyright, 191 S. the New York Herald Co. All rights reserved.)
always get to von Bernstorff, even
when the Oerman Amhussador was not
(Copyright, Canada, by tho Now York Herald Co.)
receiving other newspaper men. Not
that there was anything necessarily
INSTALLMENT IX.
Do you declaro that no illegitimate in that; it was often posThird:
sible for the Mail through this close
If the atmosphere in the offices of representative of the German governthe Evening Mail was rapidly becom- ment in this country has over con connection with the German Embassy,
ing one of suspicion, there was an ferred with you or talked with you in to obtain an advance tip on what the
even greater mass of suspicion from regard lo tho purchase l.y German in- - German attitude would be in regard
n
interests to whichever one of the various conthe outside centering about Dr. liume-l- y U rests or
and to a lesser extent about every of a daily ncwsimpcr, or that the pur troversies between that government
one else in a responsible position m 'chase of the 'Evening Mail has not and 011? own was pending at the time,
been the subject of conversation be and so secure a decided "beat" at an
tho management of the newspaper.
and yourself or time when such matters were
As a matter of fact, I never hr.d tween Captain Boy-e- d
news.
any evidence of any actual spying or the German Ambassador and yourself
' Fourth:
Do you affirm that none
When relations were finally broken
intrigue inside the office; such differences as arose between Dr. Jlumoly (if the money used in acquiring the off and von Bernstorff sent back to
on the one hand and the other
Evening Mail property has come di Germany, Dr. Rumely professed to
and department heads were redly or indirectly from
believe that the difficulties would still
fought out in the open at least so sources and that there has never been be patched up and that thcro would
far as the rest of us wero concerned. any suggestions or intimation that the be no war. He sent the Mail's WashDr. liumely had said he wanted to he Evening Hail should favor the Ger- ington man along with the dismissed
checked up when he was wrong, Wc man cause, in tho present war or that Ambassador and he remained in Bertook him at his word, and thee wero it should attack or seel; to embarass lin until after the war was actually
the Wilson administration?
declared.
many lively encounters.
Doctor liumely, so far as I can reFifth
Do you deny that you have
The interest of Germanylli fomentnever
call,
acknowledged or admitted many times during tbe present yeat ing trouble between the United States
openly a
policy; rather been in conference with representa- and Mexico was not cieariy appuiein.
in to many persons or newspapers in the
than avow, even to those closely as- tives of the German government
sociated with him, an Intent to servo this couulry in regard to the subjects early days of the European .war. It
tho Gcrjman cause, he would fre- of the purchase of ammunition in the was apparent from the day the control
quently yield his point when it was '1'nlled Stales by and for the Allies of the Mail passed into Dr. Rumely's
pointed out to him that to pursue a or the purchase of ammunition in this hands, however, that he was greatly
course he had determined upon would country by and for Germany?
matters, and
interested In Mexican
Dr. liumely brought this letter tc this interest never waned so long as I
Intensify t lie suspicion that already
surrounded the paper.
remained on the paper.
my desk.
Either the Mail was owned by the
One of the earliest visitors to the
"1 have been trying to draft a reply
German government or It was not; to this," he said,
under the new
I do not gel office of the Mail
"but
nobody in the organization except Dr. exactly the force in my reply that I regime was Eduardo Iturbide, a
of the man who had been Em
Rumely and Mr. Kauffman was In a want.
Who is the best person to
position to know; It took the United write a voluminous reply? The mar, peror of Mexico under the title ofi
States government three years to get who wroie this says here that he will Augustin I. Iturbide wanted to neaa
Dr. Rumely
proof.
whatever reply I want to make the Mexican government.
obBut the effort to ascertain the print
I warn to send him a letter that will, in the Mail indorsed his efforts to
source of the money that bought the take up .several columns of his news- tain a backing for a coup d'etat tsiat
would put him at the head of the
paper and tho influences behind' it paper."
came almost with the transfer of the
"What do you want to say as to the Mexican people.
Later Iturbide wag dropped by those
property; perhaps even earlier.
point he raises?" I inquired.
Forced io Deny Him Ownership.
"1 want to come back at him with who had orglnally backed him and
Dr. liumely had assured Mr. Mc- - the must forceful kind of question? Felix Diaz was picked up as the man
a Kiircessful counter revolu
-- iurB
inn
ann myseir mat there was no and allegations concerning his own
(.erman monev in the property. lu livilicK." said the doctor. "I know tion. All through the months when!
When this statement was fchallengeo all about this man, and ho and hisi the Carranzistas and the Villlstas werei
rrom outside sources, however, he al paper are entirely irresponsible."
having it out with eacn otner unn our
ways dodged tho Issue. More than
tried to pin the doctor down to troops were watchfully waiting on the
once the positive assertion that the categorical denials, but ho refused to border. Dr. Rumely was sure that
Mail was German owned got into lv pi lined. Mo wunted a letter written Feliv Diaz would be the man whoj
print. Dr. Rumely either got Mr.
gathered, that would befog the real finally would bring order out of ifchaos.
ever,
to sign the denial, or worded issue and commit him to no positive
The' news despatches seldom,
his own denial in such a way that it assertions.
I suggested a man who mentioned Felix Diaz, but Dr. Rumely 1
did not actually
write such a document, and hi mentioned him so frequently thatIndeny the main might me
wondered where he was getting his
asked
to have it done.
charge, when he did not ignore it
He would come to my
A voluminous letter was produced
formation.
We had been In possession of the it would have taken several columns desk and tell me thnt he hnd trustpaper nareiy two weeks when a cir- of newspaper space, had it ever been worthy information that Felix Diaz
cumstantial statement charging Dr. printed. But it didn't suit the doctor. was gaining strength rapidly, and sugRumely with being the head of the He made several changes and had it gest that we ought to print something
German secret service In America and typed again. These had disappeared nhnnt it. He had it from confidential
1
.reveal.
asserting that the trunsfer of the w hi n it was finally revised. It lay onI sources that he could not were
some
would toll him that there
Evening Mail to Its new owners was bis desk a few days, then vanished.
in
men
dictated and planned by the German asked him about it several days later; vnrv comnetcnt newspaper
Ambassador, was widely published. I was curious to know whether it had PVlexico for the press associations and
a
Dr. Kumely denied both allegations.
been published.
Decame
Diaz
Felix
,that whenever
no iar as I Know Ins denial Was
"I've derided to ignore attacks from real factor they would likely mention
tecnnically a correct statement. I do thai source," said Doctor Rumely. it; I begged to be excused from printnot believe he was ever head of the "These fellows are trying to trap mo ing "news" of which I did not know
'
German secret service, and the trans- Into admissions that they can distort. the source.
fer of the Mall quite probably was Tho man who wrote this letter Is nn
Later, when the Mexican situation
neither "dictated" nor
by Englishman. The British have bought grew more intense, he would bring In
tho German Ambassador."planned"
But his up the I'inkortons and they have their letters from a friend who. owned 'a
from
letter ef denial elicited from tho editor men following me everywhere. I can large ranch in Mexico,
reof the newspaper that
pub- not go up to the Bronx to see my wife's a letter from his ranch foreman
originally
lished the charge a letter that the relatives without being followed. They tailing gossip, brought in by the peons;
doctor never answered.
spy on me at my club. I'm going to This, in
mind, was '"news"
This letter was sent to Dr. Rumely ignore them!"
no rrjatter how contradictory the news
on June IS, 1915. Four copies
Pinker-tons
There were others besides
were
despatches might be!
sent each registered. One was adwho were
And he got "news" from Germany,
curious about Dr.
dressed to him in care of the German Rumely s movements, however. Some about the war, in similar mysterious
of us who had suspicions ns to the ac- ways. It was always "news" that did
Ambassador, one in care of tho
American
Steamship line, one to tivities of the United Stntes Secret not appear In the press despatches.
New YorkAOfflce and Service took
Captain
"Peace Is at hand. It is in the air!"
not td obtain definone to the Evening Mail. So far as ite knowlcdgopains
of what was going on. he would inform me so frequently
the sender knows, he received all four. Once in a while, however, bits of in- that I at last formulated a stock reply.
I have a copy of the lotter before me. formation
that were illuminating, He had it from confllentlal sources'
It asked Dr. Rumely five categorical would come to our attention.
that Germany was ready to make
"I never saw a man who was so peace on her own terms, of course.
questions:
First: By denial do you intend the obviouslv trving to throw anyone who And frequently these confidential compublic to believe that you have not might he following off his trail." one munications would, a few days later,
(luring the past six months had maty of the men who had a good deal to be followed by another of the famous
conferences with Captain Boy-othat do with tracing Doctor Rumely's German "peace drives," which the
you have not given suggestions or admovements told me. "I have known German government used bo effectivevice or been in any way approached, him to go as far north as Seventy-secon- d ly to keep public sentiment In America
with
by or have yourseif, conferred
anMrect and double back
from fdcusslng on war preparations.
or the Germnn Am- other route, to keep what would by
Captain Boy-e- d
other- Sometimes he was sure the war would
bassador or any representatives of the wise have passod
as an ordinary busi- be over In six months; once he even
German government in this country ness engagement."
fixed a date for its termination. That
with regard to matters of policy oi
I think i am well within the limits those of us who were handling the
of accuracy when I say that every news would not take these private ad
questions of publicity?
Second:
Do you deny that even person
saw, every trip that vices seriously and handle the; wan
since the sinking of the Lusitanla you he took,Rumely
almost every telephone call news in such a way as to reflect the
have engaged In a personal investigathat he made, was under sctutiny peace propaganda annoyed him extion in behalf of official German rep- from a very early period in the career ceedingly.
.
.1
of the Hail under ;U1 management.
resentative"?
don't remember how biany-GerGerman-America-
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(From the Vossisiilie ZeiduiR.)
. There is nothing that has more convinced the German people of the necessity of a great colonial empire than
the present famine in raw material.
The continent of Africa must henceforth largely supply the German na-

tion with its .requirements.
The enormous treasures, for example, which lie
in the soil of Nigeria and, generally
speaking throughout the whole of
West Africa, must be seized by Germany. Their possession by ourselves
and development will not benefit our-- ,
selves alone. These regions never have
been developed ns they shoiHd be by
their present owners, Great Britain
and Fiance, in the case of the former
owing to the circumstances that the
British world empire is too unwieldy
for Its administrators to exploit even
half of the overseas dominions.
--

ALL STEEL NEEDED FOR

CONSUMPTION AT HOME
tSV MOftNINS JOUNNAL ePSCIAL

WIA11

LKAaCD

Philadelphia, July 25. Charles M.
Scwab, director general of shipbuilding, home today from his inspection
tour of the western shipyards, predicted an output of 10,000,000 ship
tons a year.
In order to foster shipbuilding in
this country, Mr. Schwab said, lie will
immediately take measures to cut off
steel to foreign countries.
"It has not been my fault." said Mr.
Schwab, "that any contracts were,
made to ship steel
countries.
This must stop if we want to keep tho
spirit of enthusiasm among shit!
builders.

"

Never

You'll

Bake Another Cake
tried these. That'e what

fcfter you've

one of our customers told her friend.
And she knew what she was talking
SALT LAKE FIREMEN
about, for at first she was decidedly
skeptical regarding any baking done
RESIGN IN A BODY outside the home. But why praise
our baking? Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do the 'praising.
" uoftNINa JOMHNAL e FECIAL LSAeSB WIRV1
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 25. The
city commission today accepted tho
resignation of the entire force of the
fire department, following presentation a few days ago of a petition asking for an increase in wages of 120
a month, in lieu of which the blanket
resignation was to become effective
N. BALLING, Prop.
July 28.
The commission agreed to an In107
South First Street.
crease of $15, which was

Pioneer Bakery
a

rejected.

:

1

purpose.

Then Mr. McClure came back from
Europe. Ho had penetrated as far as
Contantinople after leaving the peace
ship, and had met many old friends
whom he had known in the piping
times of peace. And somewhere along
the lines the propagandists had got
fhelr wires crossed.
For In Berlin a high official whom
Mr. McClure knew
had
personally
with pride pointed to the fact that
Germany was enduring war conditions
remarkably well, and In proof had
handed
htm voluminous
statistics
showing that the Infant mortality rate
In Berlin and other German cities had
actually declined since the war began.
Mr. McClure returned' just as tho
"milk for German babies" campaign
was beginning to gain momentum. He
took issue with its promoters at once.
They protested and he smothered
their protests with their own German
statistics, that he had broiu ht back
with him! That ended one effective
bit of propaganda." Nevertheless Mr.
McClure suffered the stigma of his
Mail connection and many of his old
friends who ought to have known him
better than they did .turned away for
a time.
There never was a more
loyal American than S. S.. McClure
nor one less capable of believing 111
of those whom he. regarded as his
best friends.
(Tomorrow's article, which ends the
series, deals with some efforts to Germanize New York and the United

(pram

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fun d
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement The JournU guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up In attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address) bo that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you aubBcrlb 26 cent
piece.

...'-

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches..

FROM UIVIN COBll'S VPATH8 OF GLORF
,
I recall now. .we had come through the gate of the school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff-o- f
wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront brought
to our nose a certain smell which we already knew full well.
V '"Toil
get it,' I ee,' "ald the German officer, who stood alongside of the. 'It comes' from three mile off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strorfg' and Jie waved his left arm toward
It as though tbe scent had been a visible thing. That explain why
tobacco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laon.
VAil the tobacco which can be"
spared Is sent toonthe men In he
front trenches. ' A long a they smoke
and keep - smoking they
pw stand that.'?. ''.
ky.? '
:V No MUer How Small tfio AmotmU-Sen-d
It in.
fdttif
quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon and make It generous!
V
Bring it, or matt ty to The Journal OKlce.1
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rWANTID
To purchase or rent from
the owner, modern five

STOCK TRADING
IS

or

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families
rents for $30.00 per month; Jrd
ward.
$1,750
cement block
and shingle residence, hardwood
floois. hot air furnace, corner lot
good location, Fourth ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
1
$3,600
story, brick, stuccoed, large living room with fireSouth
place,
Seventh.
room stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Highlands, close in.

home, close
in. State price and locaCLOSING HOUUS tion to
six-roo- m

J. JOIHSON

P.

Nothing Much Doing in Wall
Street Until Near the End of
the Day, When Heavy Buying Relieves Monotony,
mr

MOSNINS JOUKNAk

--

FOR SALE

--

'

TODAYS

Except for the

first and final hours, when dealings
were moderately active, today's stock
market sounded tho depths of midsummer dullness.
The heavy buying towards the end
was coincident with unofficial reports
of fresh allied gains.
As usual the advance concentrated
In such leaders as United States Steel,
KeadinR and the more popular industrials and equipments.
was only
Steel's extreme gain of 1
slifihtly shaded and Heading retained
adall but a fraction of its

'WA.NJTEU

ut

Central Leather

.

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Taul...
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

.

.

.. oil
5V
.. 32
. .

...
...
...

39
45

Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central

Northern Pacific

.

..

...

OTuncr
.lrTKl-l(,.UI- lo

........
..........

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper...
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel

29
23

,

United States Steel
Utah Copper

...151
...122
...127
,. .106 74

...

Sfi

Or TRADE.

lc

25c.

Weakness In the corn market
when attention had been ccth
tered on the military news ' from
r ranee. Some renewal of peace gossip tended also to increase selling near
the end of the day. Right from (the
outset, moreover,, bears held the 'advantage owing to failure of frost predictions.
At one time opinions that
a decided curtailment of receipts was
impending led to a notable rally.
Oats followed corn. Advices of rumors of a general frost In the Canadian northwest received but little
notice.
Eastern purchasing interests
were said to be changing from an old
to a new crop.
Lower values of hogst arid corn
descend.
'made provisions
Houses
with stock yards connections were
'
sellers.
;
Closing prices:
Corn Aug., $1.61: Sept.. $1.52.
Oats-AuSept., 68Tc.
Pork July, $45.86; Sept., $45.65.
$26.45;
Sept., $28.32.
July,
. Ribs July, $24.66; Sept., $24.90.
-

69c;

'

f

CITY PRODtJi

-

Kansas City. July 25. Butter and
rotiltry unchanged.
Eggs Firsts, 37c; seconds, 82c.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
25.

Chicago.-Jul- y

wachanged,,--

,

city r. O. Uo 37 J.
strnnn nmn fur li.,uMp"nd vard
t

WANTED

tUP! HtP'HtP

work.

Butter

Market

.

AlhU(iiorqui'

t

Men

poaltlon. Ask
Knmilurlum.

for

pntdrafr a,'wiin

Man-K-

Bear

100

7.483 cases. Firsts, 38039c; ordinary
firsts, 35(fi)3c; ' at mark, cases includ38c.
ed, 35
RePotatoes Market unsettled.
ceipts 25 cars. Virginia barreled cobblers. $4.504.75: Minnesota
Early
Ohios, $2.1 5W 2.25;
Illinois, Ohios,
$2.102.15; Kentucky cobblers, $2.50
Jftttnaie.
si2.65; Kansas and Missouri
Early W A NTED
Mecca
wallress,
Ohios", $2.00fi)2.50.
Experienced
Cafe.
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls, 28
31
WANTED
saleswoman.
32c.
28'3C! springs,
Competent
--

New York, Julv 25. Cotton futures
closed firm. Oct., $24.90; Dec, $24.41;
Jan., $24.31: March, $24.24.
Spot Quiet. Middling, $28.90.
XEW YORK MONEY.

Oulldors, unchanged;

S51; cables. 850.

llres, demand

Bar silver and Mexican dollars un-- ;
unchanged.
Time loans Strong and unchanged
at 6 per cent.
Call money Strong and unchanged.
MTF-STOC-K

Receipts

f

and aervlcps for good paying business; must
be bq.j1 aollrllor. Apply ). s.. tare Journal.
WANTlib i:arpeiiii-i4.aS to fa per day.
Laborers 12.50 to 13.31) per day. 40 laborers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
Siuiih Third. Phone J64.
WANTED Teacher for manual
training
and an all round mechanic, nig Grande
Industrial School, Box 5;i5 City.
WANTED Machinist
to operate lathes.
planers, boring mills, etc.. In construction of electric hoists, cruxhlng and concentrating machinery for Industries furnishing supplies to our hoys "over there."
Ttrey aro doing their part nobly and we
must do our bit at homo. Denver Engilllake, Ixnvef,
neering Works. 3'Hlt fit
Colo, riiono Main 7.11.

Economist.
WANTED The James, n Hanilorium wants
a cook. Phone. 6r.l.
WOMAN
For Keneral housewerk; no cook,
log. Address Box 02, Albuquerque.
WANTED Competent woman for tn.uae-wor7l'4 West Copper, Phone 1HS.
WANTED Chambermaid and "dining room
Read and Dolph bau- girl. Phone 243I-Fitor.um.
WANTED )lii for general housework and
care of children:, good wages; no cooking.
.
103 Kouth Fourteenth-W ANTED- - A gill tor genmal housework In

email family. Apply mornings at htm-tson'(105 North Tenth.
WANTED Girl for general homework at
Cowlee. N. M. ITpper I'ccos. For particu.
lar! call t 619 North Seoonrt.
Et.EORAPHY, Btnnogriphy, Bonkkeeplrtg.
Board, r.m and tuition may be earned
Mackay Business Colleges, Loa AnSelus and
Freeno.
WANTED Cook foe jmnvtim in country
about September first. Oood proposition
for right party. Apply today. 11. R. X.,
care Journal.WANTED- - I,ady cleraS not under 2r. yeara
of age, must te good salesman Ttnd correct
at figures. Bonnett Indian Trading Co.,
Fourth and Gold.
WANTED Two strong glrle who can read
and write, if not afraid of work. Hhort
hours and good wages. Apply Wet
S00 North Broadway.
ng
"ladles under 24
WANTED Three-youto travel. Attractive personality. Oood salIarn Immediately.
ary and transportation.
3.
See Mis Campbell. "Hotel Comba. 10 to

MARKKTS.

Chicago Livestock.
Oh icago. Ju ly 25 .'Cattle
Recel pt s
16,000. Good cattle strong, others
slow to lower; $18.40 bid for corn fed
iBeef
and distillers: calves steady.
cattle, good, choice and prime, $17.00
common
and medium, $10.75
fil8.S5;
17.00: .butcher
stock, cows and
heifers,
$7.50ft) 14.25; canners and
:
stoclters and
cutters, $6".25)7.50;
?'ou Vooiu
uiotlerrt f runie
feeders, good choice and fancy, $10.50
houser sleeping porch and garage. A bar-.ifrfls.Mor Inferior, Common and me!'
111 North High.
dium. $8.0010.6O: veal calves, good
and choice, $16.60 17,50.
furnished, and
Nice
home,
bale
Hogs Receipts 28,000. Market 15c
caau.
good paying buslnese, $4,000, half
to 25c lower
than
best:
j
Journal office.
trade slow' on all butyesterdav's
best. Butchers, Bungalow,
iJemeiti biocK house five room!
$18.60(fil 18.90:
light. $18,115(6? 9.10; (Ull oAut, porch,
cellar, cltr water, corner
sleeping
packing, $17.60
18.50;' rough." $17.25
car line, handy to shops
17.50: bulk of sales. $17.9018.9O; lot one block from 1S
and
por month. Call 1401
lift!, cash
pigs. $17.25018.00.
South Arni Phone ian(t-l6,000.
Sheep Receipts
Sheep
.
, o AnG
- - , .. . nA.
generally steady. Top native lambs. ers, Jt.oofai
ii.uu; caivvs,
$18.75; no westerns here.
13.50.
.
. .
aiaraet
Receipts
l,ou. $18.50
Hogs
Kansas city livestock.
bulk,
$19.00;
Top,
Kansas City, July 25. Cattle Re- strong.
18.80.
ceipts 5,000. Market strong. ' Prime
Market
700.
Receipts
Sheep
steers, $17.5018.35; westerns, $12.00
ewea.
Lambs, $17.00j18.00;
15.75: cows, $6.50 R 13.00: heifers, steady.
ilI.00O12.50.
,
$7.6016.65-calves$8.00lR.OOr feeders,
$8.00
14.00.
5,000.
Hogs Receipts
Market ITALIAN JOURNALISTS
steady. Rulk, $18.70 18.95;
heavy,
ARRIVEJN NEW YORK
$18.90!19.00: light, $18.018.95;
$17.00
17.85,
pigs,
'
2,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
New York, Julv 26. Aldo Cassuto,
strong. Lambs. ,$15.00i6)18.75; year-- , London correspondent of the Messag-ger- o
lings, $y.00fi) 15.60; wattiors, $10.00
of Rome and the Secolo bf Milan,
13.50; ewes, $8.0012.75.'
the first of several Italian Journalists
who are coming to the United States
'"''' to
Denvi5r livestock.
with the committee on
Denver, July 25. Cattle Receipts public information, has arrived.
500. .? Market steady to strong, ;Beef
The journalists will lend assistant
steers, $12.0016.50; cows. and ."heif. to- the Italian language press of this
en, jSOgU.vOi stockera s.n4 feea- couuUjr,,
'

SALfcnousct.

'T'Ij

n

-

1

.

.

1

,:

-

Unsettled,

lVmiHii.-n-

WANTKD

NKW YORK rOTTOX.

3c

to

j,,..

no
Cllinon, N. M.

ni'i'd
miin for milk hnua
work. Aiply Brzck'a Uulry. 1UU2 North
Fourth.
;
WANTED Vouiig lima to work In Trading
toro to learn IuIikhh and work up.
a

'

Chicago, July 25. Cheering wai
hews had much to do with sharp
breaks which took place today In the
'price of corn. The market closed nerto 3 Tic net lower, with
vous,
to $1.52 and SeptemAugust $1.51
to $1.52. '
ber $1.52
Oats lost
c to
and provisions
6c

",

.,..

TMMTON ft CO.
FIH12 INSITIAKCR AGENTS
Third and Gold

QCICK!
QIICK!
REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
'
216 West Gold.
Phone 156.

MfSpadden

K. L. MrSnddt-i-

i

EKIAOTE

SWELL HOME
New
dandy

brick, hardwood floors,
features, basement,
furnace, garage, sidewalks, trees, for
built-i-

only $3,700; good terms.

McCMitillAN
210
Hold. Fimne
07.
Dd Auto Insurance.
Notary Puhllo
R.
W.

Fire

FOR REN!

llll

North.
t'UK

Have a Regulator Clock for..SH.OO
Steel Citlilo for.$IO.(MI
rhone I0: when you have iinythinA
A

50-f- t.

to soli.

Fm Ssik, Mde!rm smi

,

The Star Furniture Co.

will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice' See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

IIS West Gold

109

Thorn;

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Pour
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month

FOR SALE 4 room adobe
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
for a small ifamily.
CHAS.
MANN. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
--

n

ItBNT-Mou-

Rooms.

FOR SALL
FOR SALE
l' nrr Mi r.
EOR SALE

hnlr. Phone

illuck

Edith.
cuiruno for sale. 1027

One slightly
1J02--

gray switch, long
iT

FOR

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous.
723 .South

KALE One. refrigerator,
folding-iijand twelve dmen fruit Jars. Burgum It
sold at niiee, 4Li North Fifth.
FOR SA LICGuarautecd hair work. Bundles, puffs, curls from combings. Also humj,
m.ide
Mrs. K. R. Maxwell S07 Kouth

Underwood

Typewriter

Style No. 4, in first class
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CAKLlST

rurnt.ii.co romTi no
ATTORNEY.1
jelck running wter. C3, West Central.
VJOHN W. WII.SOFOR
Dwellings.
noiNT ttnom
j
bath; Edith. I'hone 16T9.
summer rates; no aick oyer week,
Attorney
Golden
Itulo
Rooms
17
15.
and in.
Store.
Cromwoll Building
KOOtr
florin.
Phone 1172.
jOo per gallen.
Roofs mder oar ear will
I'Ult ItK.VT-srtArs- a,
well ventilated bed
As
on
We
from
ISOOEV
to
can
Improve
year
year.
KOU
room.
H13.NT Tlirce-ronput
219
KIIEV
North
uuf urnl.sli.d
Fifth atreet. Phone a now roof that will last as
long as the
l I.11W
Altomey
house; porch. Inciulra 1300 North tiecond.
The Mansann Co, rhone uWJ-ulle .1, Law Library ltiilldlng
110.
lai'ElllAl. KOUili Ntev cITan 10.0118; building.
do South Walnut.
rates by day or week; over Woulworlh i. ERIH1
DKNTISTK
Soutli.
carbon root painCana root cement
319
West Central.
"
Von ItENT inc furuilii'd liouw. four
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoa iilCj."
KK.UT
Full
KENT
Large front bedroom, modern ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-launfur-nlahe- d
Dental Surgeon
rooms, 40.1 and also two four-roobath
private,
entrance,
407
mohair top and seat dressing. Motor car finRooiim
adjoining.
housia at 411 Huutli swcutli. Apjdy
flainctt Bull. ling
Phone 741
North Fifth street, private family.
ish, cold water kills. .mine, and bn satisfied.
at i!4 Went !old.
Appointments Made by Mall
I''Oll KENT Verv desirable room with Thos. r. Keleher. 401 W. Ccnlial. Phone 410. i:."r.(
t)fp
Hlglilanos.
aireping porclr for light housekeeping. Also
Ientlt
VJH
Melinl ftiillrtlng
Rooms
KENT
Di'Wrnnlt,
au4ara "no. bedri m. ion., Went Central. Phone $240.
rrm
hamo
furnished cnttaga. Phone JISS-Booth.
PIIVNK'IANH
ONI5 1 Inch
AM) HI Kt.EONN
Omrlfiigal pump and
FOll RENT rurnlehrd" twn.rnom co'itage KOU RENT Furnished "roomsV
motor. Willi pressure control. Ap414 Weet SilW. 1. .Ml Itl'HV, M. D.
with sleeping porch. lOJJ South Waller.
U.
ply
ver; no elck, no children.
Weinman, care Eoonomutt,
rninllce l linlled In Tubrrrnlmls Wright
"
kXK 11ENT
house IvV'triaiwiiU
FOR RENT Two rooms r'htTimwkeelpr
building; opposite p.istofflee. Office hours,
In porches. Water p.id. $14. Phone 1SJ2-Ing. Counudo
tn to
a. in.. 2 lo 3 p. nt. Phone, offl.a
Apartments and furnished
FOIl RENT Three-roofurnished cottage. rooms. 41 s South Second.
;
residence 337-.Inquire 617 South Broadway. Phone 2134-WANTED
FOR RUNT Three large airy rooms kleep.
Mkscrianeoti.
II kTjM IMA IX KT U. A KTW itlViHT
m.
Fan PENT Slx-Ing north and bath. Nicely furnished for
tnod( rn
Praclit'e LI lulled In Women's and Chilhouna;
I
j'M J
buy plain,. I'loqio
near high school. Phono 1:59-u;3.
dren' Diseases
after housekeeping. Gas and co.il ranges. Deslr.
5 p. m.
WANTED
do huir woik. switches, eta" 1123 V). Cenlml I'hwne 471, Albuquerque. N.M.
able Incntlon. 610 Weft Cool.
2217.
It.iKKs
I.I,
DKS.
Modern
FOR RENT
Tl
bungalow three rooms
ElgriinAt.
SPECIAL rate made 10 plcnlo and fishing
with large slecplwg
l'nietire l.linlleil In Kye. Eur, Nose anil..
porch, furnished. FOR RENT
15S3-J.
Call
Furnished
parties
rooms.
318 South
Phone 571. Inquire 112$ East Central.
Til ltd AT
Walter, phone S0J.
WANTED
If you need a car"fnfe"caU"j7
Office Hours: 10 tn 12; 5 tp 6
FOR RENT Modern furnTshmt flaPon-E- ust
H. Duriliig.
Ft") R REN T
.
nTshed
ir,ir-Jr
Fu
Phone
Rank Kulldllig
Ktatn
National
U
em
an
room,
.'Central car line, convenient lo
gen
n
preferred. 101 South Walter.
Tltl'NK wanted must he Tn first clna conA Co., Third and 'ihld.
SARAH t (Mtl.R
lilt.
FOR
RENT Furnished
dition. H. J care of Journal.
room,
sleeping
t
Practice Limited lo Children.
FOR ItENT Furnished cntloge.
modern.
porch. 625 South Edlih. Thonfl 1347-WANTED
Offlco
Rooms 1 nod 2, Wright llldg.
'to 'buy the best twelve hundrod
glassed porches; t'nlverslly car lines.
FOR
"wtto
RENT Large room
Phone 381, mornings. 1524 East Central.
Fourlh and ttold.
simpm"
pound horse six yeura old. John Mann.
:i r, m. lo n p. m.
two.
Ideal
for
615 Vast Central.
porch;
Hours
WANTED
Al once second hand furniture
In HlRhMsTTmiTr
OffloePhonel
FOR RENT
Two rooms
furnished!
tin
and kitchen utensils; als c.e.k stove or Residence Phone W75.
room bungalow, fnrnlihe.l;
In
glaied
South Drondvlay with or without board. range, 1'horin J150-J- .
steeping porch; also gnrage. Call 1207 East
'
Miscerianeoua.
l.llr.-J- .
Phone
REN1
FOR
'.'cntral.
WANTED
To buy a few second hand bug"
Kbit K HINT Rooms woh sleeplng
porea
gies and spring wagons. Must bn cheap. HOUSES and Rigs to Jeines Springs; eaeap
.
C71.
or
1123
with
without
hoard.
Phone
Tb'.s.
General.
J. PaKsmoro, 414 South
,
rates. S. Oarcla, l)l North Arno,
Bast Central;
TTfi H EST CASH" P fMrtiTp A!'nFOR
jtINK FtiR IUINT 70" acres good pasture; tl per
FOR PENT Eight-roohouse, suitable for FOR RKNT Will shure nicely fuTui7lTed
M JttNK
BT
THE
SOUTH
CO..
WELTER
two epartnten-.sphone 613.
month. Dolde's Ranch, 4 miles south of
114 WEST I.EA n. PHONK lit.
cotiiige with two people; gentlemen preWB) ALHO
wn.
Edit R 15 N T K i v r o7. m f u r n"i sli e d ' huHe7 ferred. HiS South Cedar.
Bl'T OLD AUTOS.',
31
Ideal theater central location
West llazeidlne avenuo. Imjuiro 30l(
FOR RENT
WANTED-Hec..nd-a- n4
Genera L
mens and boys'
r business,
West Gold. Phone 670.
completely equipped ready
shoes
and
Also
underwear.
clothes,
FOR
RENT Nicely
trunks seats 460. Apply Arthur Evcrltt, Jeweler.
furnished
modem
FOR RENT Five rooms parlly funilslud;
rooms (or light housekeeping, Phone 1773 and suit oases. Call 119. CbUago SecondA ll.u..Uel nm
hand store,
electric lights and bath. Water paid. Rent
South rtrst.
--'0
per month. Inquire Oil West Central or
FOR HALE Iteailtlfur spene,.r sweet peas,
FOR SALE AutoiThobjles.
REN1
FOR
Phone 39.
Apartments.
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted colors
"So per hundred. Order In odvanee. nio poitiTTfIcTPTnr' saheheap. In firut-clas- s
EOR RENT In highlands hear Unfverrty
FOR RENT Dislrahlo furnished apartment Crnntte
Industrial School, phone 24
F2.
condition. Phone 2i:i1-J- .
car line new
modern furnished
also sleeping room. 400 Kouth Keventh.
Mitchell, nearly
Siirow
vvnt
FOR SALE
bungalow. Cull or Phone A. L. Martin Real FOR RENT Two and three-roo!.
each. 600 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
apart
new. Cash, terms or trade. Phona
Estate Co.. 216 West 0.td.
ments and sleeping rooms.
Highland lo
per lb. Patriotic duty. St, Irfiuls
FOR SALE Olt TRADE For smaller car.
furnished house very House.
FOR P ENT
Junk Co., 408 South First street. Phone TO.
9.
Phono
one Overland.,
desirable; every modern convenience, two FORRENT Three or four room furnished WANTED To sell or trnde for
sheep or Fi'i'iC'saIj? Olt fit A liE -- 1912 Hurley
n
screened porrhes, shade. Oood terms to
apari merits, modern; 609 South First. In
ranch property, one
farm has five
or "S.
quire Savoy holel office.
permanent tcmint. Phone I1M-uioior cycle, nr. on cah or will trad
room modern bungalow, urtcHlfin woll, located
Journal.
care
iTiis
V..
It
R
FOR
E
ENT F urnlshcd aparlments.
at Huntington Hooch, California, Inquire for repenting shotgun.
ffirnl and Tljeras.
of M. T Oarcla. Hog 4.14, Magdalena. N. M. "
For Rent Rooms With Board. Holel. cornerThrae-roomodFC'R RENT
FOR RENT Office Roonis.
WAN TED Careful .kodak finishing by.'nias-te- r
apartment,
ern, nicely furnished, coal and gas range
Twice dally service,
photographers.
In suit or single. :all
combined, close la. Apply 400 North Fourth. nomemher, satisfaction guaranteed.
Send FOR RENT overoffices
Woo'.worth's store
uprtalrs.
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
HIGH class bdara and steeping puroa alth Phone 20.
nt
offira
room at summer rales, IM. IM South Ar&t, FOR RENT Two-rooifxil'l KKNVI-frocoimenflng
housekeeping apart- Manna At Hsnna. master photographers.
Phone 1518-rocms over Oolden Role Store. Inquire
ments, three rooms with bath and sleep
WANTED l.ooo Housewives and Laun14.
2
Rn,m
North,
dresses to call at their grocers and purFOR RENT To convalescents, large sleep- ing rooms. Albuquerque Hotel 216
chase a trial package of LA FRANCE
ing porch. v,Hh good home cooking, 1700 Second.
213S-Coal
a
LAUNDRY
home.
CHANCE
for
East Central. Phone
TABLETS for I cents. Enongh
happy winter
This wonderful Kuit i.'All.' KNT KH wmk.t reuona.tl.
already stored, a few nice little furnished for two large washings.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porches. apartments
Lrp
t
vacant. Suitable for two persons. tablet produces
of a water softrrf1 tfih Vnih Virmt trMr.
hot and cold water, 1st class table board, (Tenants cslled by Uncle flam). If taken ener, dirt loosener nnd linen
whttener. It
CaBa de Ore 0I8 West Gold. quick will let for the former all yenr round Is one of the greatest labor savers on the
PERSONAL.
furnished prices at THE WASHINGTON, 100S West market. You simply dissolve tablet with a
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board, 101 South Central. J TV Eaktns. Prop.
half cake of ordinary laundry soap and
rooms, first-clas- s
soak clothes In same; rinse and they are
Edith. Phone 8S0. Mrs. Abbott.
FOR SALE.
Ranches.
ready for the line. It hurts nothing but dirt. A MAN of clean life and
MRU. W. II. REED, ot the Lockhart Ranch
purposes and with
Guaranteed not to Injure the hands or the
fens moved to M2 South Arno. where she
Some property wIsheB to meet a cultured
169 acres mountain rancli on
SALE
FOR
finest
fabric. Satisfaction absolutely guarIs prepared to take health seekers. I'hone
Is matrimonially
of
who
middle
Woman
age
Pecos river, 15 acres .tinder cultivation;
anteed or money cheerfully refunded.
Inclined. Address Jim plane, care Morning
tm.
five-roo0 acres fenced; 2 modern
bung.
Journal.
Forconvales-'centsHI. JAIJTHN ESCONDIDO"
alows; one mile protected trout stream. AdFOR SALL Livestock.
Coolest dress Hog 125, Valley Ranch. N. M.
Something a little better.
FOR 8A1.E Jersey heifer. Phone 2404-Fplace In city. Pleasant snrrotindlngs. Rates
reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone Jll2.
FOli BALE Two well broken cow ponies.
rs
BUSINESS CHANCES.
sxoelfetit room
SHADT'NOOK'ranch-offeBesemek's Dairy. Phone K.
MAIL STATIC
and board. Just tne place tn get strong. FOR KENT Two
buildings at Seventh and FOR riALE One Holsleln mlleh cow. Must
Phone call anywhere
any time.
For rates phone 42F'-4- : free transportation
Avenue. Apply to J, E. Elder,
Ceneral
1X.17.
sell
7 am.; ar. Mngollon 9 p.m.
drafted.
now
account
Silver
Phone
I.r.
being
arailable.
City
H.
Accommodations
lira.
B,.
7 a.m.; ar. Silver city
agent.
I.v.
p rn.
Mogoilnn
Thomas.
'Olt' BALE Three young horses. Kit to Best
equippod suto livery tn southweet.
FOR SALE Barber shop and pool room,
1100.
Dr. B. N. Wilson, three miles
M4VTOII
CO.
TRANSIT
:
nKNNRTf
rooms.
furnished
Rooms.
also
WANTED
Apply Central Bar- south of bridge.
Bllrw City, N. M.
ber Shop. Old Albuquerque.
WANTED By healthy; married
REGISTERED Hereford cows, heifers and
couple
bulls, for snle. or trade for grade ckttle.
light housekeeping room; with nlco family, FOR SALE Rooming house, completely
furnished. Good business. On account of D. W. Utiles, Crant. X, M.
F. E. J.. care Journal.
TIME CARDS.
other business must sell. Phone 1149.
FOJl BALE
fine, young pedigreed
BtrFlemish
STRAYED.
New
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
Zea
dlant.
reeding stock
rooms, centrally located, close to depot. land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William
STRAYED Two Horses, black mare, no
will sacrifice. Bee National InvestOeatreeh. 8r 924 North Eleventh Street,
left Side Owner
brand. Frown horse- - branded
Albuqnerqne(. N. 8.
23 reward for Information
or ment Co., 102 North Third.
FUH RENT One of tne best double sum THE RIO GRANDE Dt'ROt! HOO CO. of
rteurn. Ellas Nuanes. 620 West Stover.
building and best located for general
Albuquerque the largest breeders of regisSANTA FS KAIt
merchandise In the city. Bee .. O. Eakln at tered hogs In the southwest. Can supply you ATCHIKON, TOFRKA
TO LOAN.
MOl
WAV CO.
Washington Apartments 101- West Central. now with herd boars and young stuff at
Phone
TA'eetbeuad.
moderate prices. Office 12H south Third,
T
Co, tMnn
T Wear OoM fit
AtTtTes Tlenarts,
Class.
Phone 12SS. Rsneh headquarters C mild No.
FOR SALE- - Hardware and sporting goods south.
1. The Scout
2408-F7;10 pm. 9:30 pm.
Phone
business In the best harbor city In southam. 11:45 pro.
California
..11:49
I.
Limited
ern California. Two shipbuilding and five
7. Fargo
.Approve Suggestion.
Fast ........10:49 aro. 11:1 am.
i
PASTURAGE.
Old established
ue.
fish
plants.
.
1:10
canning
am. 1:10 saa
The Nava.'o
President
July
Washinston,
low rent; good location; stock and roTlRSNT Posture wltn water In Jty
PVtathboasal.
Wilson has approved tho" suggestions Incss:
or
will
sell
trnde.
about
fixtures
tl"""':
la advance.
01. El pom inprese ....
limits, II. 6 per month
10:11pm,
of the women's committee of the John
St.; Los ShMK SUS-Vplelmsn, 1312 W. ;vUth.
107. Kl Fas
11:41 am.
EiPTese ...
council of national defense that rcla Angeles,
.
"
atbMa4.
tives of American soldiers and sailors
WANTED
Position.
10. The Swmt
t:l m., I:H am.
lost In the service wear a black sleeve
9.
Maeajo ...... 1:00 pm. 0:40 prav.
TYPEWRITERS.
sfpERLENCETnTe" stenographer wants 4. The
band with a gold star for each mem4:00 pra. T:00 pna.
LtnlisA
California,
'
situation. H. P, H.. Journal.'
ber of the family giving his life in tha
I. Santa Fe Eight.... 9:86 pm. 10:N pat.
rTTERB All maaes. overhauled uu.
: ; ,
'
' - Frasa ftmtk.
defense of the nation.
rensleed. P.lbbnns for erefr tnaebine. j - WANTED Position as mest cutter, mar.
7:44 ass,
ried, (nod references. Address tot Ncrth tie. Kansas
aad
sgbanfa, Iuom 14
buquerque Typwrlter
SSsS
El
101.
EaJUM
Tex.
CUt
,
Orf on, . .
Caissis, t:li Has.
,
Journal Want Adi bring results. . is; BovjtU rovtlft

REM

Ap-pl- y

... 23
York, July 25. Mercantile pit- ... 88 perNewunonangea.
riancs. nemiina
... 91(4 5.71: cables,
5.b9; sterling, un- - f
... 83. chnhged.
... 23

Southern Pacific ; . . .
Southern Railway
Texas Company
.Union Pacific
TJ. B. Industrial Alcohol
CHICAGO BOARD

for coinpet- -

,kceper.

rainier,
farm,;!-';-'

l

Good homes at old prices are exceedingly scarce. Wo can, however,
still offer an exceptionally well built
Suntii Fe brick home, with basement,
heating plant, five1 spacious rooms,
hall, bath, large porches, good surroundings and very close In In Lowlands, for tho old price of $4,200.

co.
msLm
QCICK!

dressers, etc. We buy unything.
120 WcHt Gold
Plume

WANTED-Expvriv-

New York, July 25. Lead Market
unchanged.
Spelter Market unchanged.

4.

ls

ho

Bargains In second hand folding camp
stoe, I'erfection and Puritan oil
stoves, refrigerators, pianos, beds,

xhuro liy Aukuhi flint. K i).. Jnurnal.
nn.Mt,l)-.e- ai
appeal hit; buy about 14.
Guod
fur rialit boy. iuuj liaat

XHW YORK MCTAU

..
.. 7l4
... 87
. .. 43

,

Jl.j'utney.

''"

30
15

.
.

Experienced
.

i

GS

. ..
Erie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs.. ... 31
Orcat Northern pfd
...90
,,. ... 53
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mcr. Marine Pfd. Ctfs. . ... 97
Kenneeott Copper
...33
Louisville & Nashville
...113
Mexican Petroleum
... 09

om-j,-

W

modern brick with sleeping
porch, close In, lowlands. IIouso In
Al condition. The lot Is worth $600
but we arc going to sell you tho
houHC, lot and all for less than the
house could be built $2,350 takes it;
$250 down, $25 per month. Get busy,
beat the other fellow to it. See

TifflE

Slate.

"em l,V''l,"rrV,'i,a
F

K'0 ADVANCE DERIS

T. L.

'

HELP WANTED.

two-poi- nt

vance.
LocomoShippings, oils, Baldwin
tive, Industrial Alcohol and the tobacco group recorded gross gains of
one to two and a half points.
Hails as a class were again relegated to the background. Sales, 290,-00- 0
shares.
Practically all time funds were
withdrawn from tho market.' The
foreign exchange market was unal'
tered.
Bonds of all classes were irregular,
but hardened with Liberty issues at
the close. Total Rales, par value.
Old United States bonds unchanged on call.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar
68
American Can
47 Vt
American Smelting & Refining. 77
American Tel. & Tel
75
American Zinc
18
Anaconda Copper
66
Atchison
85
&
Ohio
Baltimore
54
Butte & Superior
2!)'
California Petroleum
18
Canadian Pacific
150

;A. FHJEHSCIER

fceal Estate. Insurance, Lotas
111 South Fourth ttrsot

(MIQONET

PgCIAi. kSASCO WISS

New York, July 25.

is

0.

EH, Afl!bjpe&-q- s

LOliS

CLASSHHED 0

$2,000.

.

UNI

DULL'

MORNING

tike

"

a,

t

-

'

carpentering!

2.

.........

ro.

ttt
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

j

WAR

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

815.

PHOXE

PEACHES-PEACH-

11).

lbs.

8c;

. .

15e

ES

13c
California Freestone reaches, ll
Natixe reaches for less.
Mango Peppers, Chili Peppers.
Have a few small size Prunes thai solil at 12Vsc lb., will close them
out at. II). 10e.
Best

.

V. S. Food

CRESCENT

nO M

E n 11. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

GROCERY
JONES

R O It E K T
CW. and South

I'lione

Phones

LYRIC
TODAY
HARRY CAREY
AND

Waller.

576

I

tion at Jeinez Springs yeterilay.
It. K. Mounda? and T. C. Mounday
of Carthage were visitors in the city
yesterduy.
lioy J. r.urrowcs, manager of the
Agency company, was called to Madrid yesterday.
Mark Pulliam and Jack O'Connell
returned from a fishing expedition to
the Jemcz yesterday.
C.eorge W. Yocum, night yardmastpr
for the Santa Fe railroad, is recovering from a recent Illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L. Emberry,
2 r
North Seventh street, announce
the birth of a son, Tuesday.
Dr. It. f.. Hust returned yesterday
morning from a trip to Santa Fo
where he was called on businetB.
!:. i). Shawe of Hallinger, Tex., In
visiting his uncle. William Kieke, here,
en route from California to his home.
I!. I.. McNeill, who was taken to a
local hospital last Saturday suffering
from a badly cut hand, was taken to
his borne yesterday greatly Improved.
The Mipah sewing class of the
Congregation Sunday school will meet
at the home of Mrs. John Seth, 1413
West Iloinn avenue, at 8 o'clock, tonight.
Mrs. John H. Billings of Webb City,
Mo., arrived here last night for an Indefinite visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Frank Wlttram, 1520 East Central
avenue.
The mental condition of Jesse S.
Thomas, who recently underwent an
operation for a fracture of the skull.
was reported to be greatly improved
last night.
Mrs. I. L. Fears of Helen, X. M
who underwent an operation at the
Presbyterian hospital several dayi
ago, was reported to be doing favorably last night.
C. II. Plesse, assistant night
for the Santa Fe railroad, who
recently underwent an operation at
St. Joseph's hospital, has been removed to his home.
Fred Alarid has received word from
his Son, Arthur Alarid, who is stationed at Camp Cody, to the effect
that he has been attached to the intelligence battalion.
J. I. Silva, son of the former school
superintendent of Sandoval county
who has volunteered for service, left
last night for Camp Travis, Tex. This
Is Silva's second enlistment.
M. C. Johnson, Pais Valverde, H. P.
1

MOLLY MALONE
IN

"The
Scarlet
Drop"
Special Feature

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

KEEL

Adults
Children

10c

5c

Plus War Tax

yard-mast-

FRESH
RECEIVED,
SHIPMENT OF SCHILLING'S
BEST COFFEE AN D TEA. '

JUST

lb. can Coffee....'.
Is lb. can Coffee
1 lb. pkg. Tea

1

45e

2

$1,011
7 So

llipolite's Marshmallow Cream,

fine for. cake filling, pt.

jar. 30c

Matlnccl, Palladino&Co. f
GROCERIES AND MEATS
8
Ttjcras. I'lioncs

601 W.

495-10-

1

Brothers
Strong
Undertakers
service.
prompt
76.

rnoNB

STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Fhone 273.
Cliff llayden loft for a brief vaca- -

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

g

810

"Thanks to the ready response
of Albuquerque and Iternallllo
county, we have gone 'over the
lop' with the first Salvation Army
drive that placed our quota
at
$2..00." The Executive

License Xo.

STOHE

WARD'S

F DUND BY POLICE

GOES

AFTER

U

Woodward. Herbert Herzstoln and
Simon Herzstein and son arrived In
Albuquerque yesterday morning from
Clayton. They made the trip by automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearco Rodey returned
yesterday from El Paso, where they
have been spending their honeymoon.
Announcement cards of the wedding
have Just been sent to many of their
friends here.
Hoy Prentice, chief dispatcher for
the Santa Fe railroad at Las Vegas,
who recently was made a first lieutenant In a railway regiment of .the
army, left for active service yesterday,
It was learned here.
Miss Louise Wilkinson of this city
has been elected as one of the instructors at the El Hito normal school at
El Rlto, N. M., for next year, It was
announced by Prof. Itoscoe Hill, president of the school, last night.
The city commissioners have decided, owing to the popularity of free
municipal band concerts each Sunday
night, to continue the concerts for a
period of at least four weeks. The
original contract was for four weeks
und expired last Sunday night.
No. 1, I. O. O. V.
Harmony
will meet in regular session tonight.
The members of the degree staff for
initiatory work will he selected. An
open meeting will be held after 9
All Odd Fellows and
o'clock.
are requested to attend.

HOURS

hours of exby the police dand
6 vcu y ear-olii
her home
rtir,oi.rri! from
here Wednesday night, was found by
Patrolman Edward Donohuo at 10
o'clock last night. She was found on

After twenty-fou- r
haustive -searching
th iriri'a- Mmnia

If there ore no disappointments North First street and taken into police
ironv three or four of the outlying headquarters, where she told her story
Hiui i mm some contributo the police. Later she accompanied
'.(inns
tions
yet to he received from shop- her parents to their home.
men and trainmen, it was announced
From the storv the girl told the
at the campaign headquarters for the police, it is known that she was taken
Army war relief fund. Her to a roadhousc, where she spent FriMtiiuio conniy win he over the top day night and remained until 3 o'clock
A full report is not to be ex$500.
yesterday afternoon.
pected until Saturday morning, but up
The girl said she left her home with
"'si nigm fj.ito.zb cash and a man who was known to her and who

frofo 10,000 to 80,000

pieuges nail heen received and receipted for by the county treasurer,
noout mi per cent of the amount being
in cusm. mere are yet some committees among the shonnii Ml to rpnni't
but an estimate has been made by
each captain (here of what may be
expected, and It is safe to say at this
time, according to the chairman, that
considerably more than the quota will
iic received.
Shopmen Fill Quota.
I ntil the
shopmen!, trainmen and
enginemen were heard from at
ociock yesterday, it was a little
gloomy about headquarters, for fear
that It would he necessary to make
another day's drive, but the reports
' ,v" was suoscrinea and promised
niinri icains up io last
sure the quota and more.night mak
It is pointed out by members of the
campaign committee that the shop-- !
uaiiiincii mm enginemen or Albuquerque have contributed more than
$i00 in cash of this quota of $2,500,
which is a splendid showing.
The
Santa Fc officials opened the gates
to Committeemen Charles Roehl and
George It. Craig and local captains
on the grounds were
and
a systen alic canvass appointed
of the entire
force of the Santa Fe was made.
Alax O'liticrrcz of Candalarias, Just
north of town, brought In double his
minimum quota, and Old Town was
.not satisfied with her maximum. She
went away over tho top. Other precincts have not been heard from yet,
hut estimates have been given that
may It taken as fairly accurate.
Is Quickest Drive.
"There has perhaps not been a
drive in Albuquerque that has accomplished Jesuits us quickly and with as
fair a distribution of the hurden ot
donation as this one for the Salvation Army," raid a booster for the
drive. "Albuquerque's quota was perhaps fair, t.ml Albuquerque Is never
going to do less than her fair share
anil a little bit more."
The total expense for the drive
which is confined to stamps and telephone bills, wnl amount to less than
Ji'i, It waa announced.
Every dollar
of the money goes for the army's overseas work, and is officially administered there. The boys in the trenches
and the victims of war at the front
will receive the benefit.
Following are the committee chairmen and the amounts received and
.pledged by each: F. E. Wood, $218;
Grace Stortz, $173.50: W. C. Kelm,
$128;
$545.50; Oralg- Hoehl, $400 (partly estimate only); D.
K. H. Sellars, $!I1.25; Alma Baldridge,
$98.70; McPherson-Faw- ,
$312.50; C.
H. Carnes. $215.50; Dr. Copp, $93.50;
Grover Devine,
$51; Karl Blood,
$110.50; A. B.' Hetz, $33.50.
The drive will not be continued today us was reported yesterday.

said he would drive her to Islcta and
back. She said that instead of taking
her to Islcta, be took her to the Sawmill saloon. There she said she met
other friends of her escort and a number of women. She declared they
danced until early yesterday morning.
Meanwhile the police hail been notified of her disappearance and obtained a clue that she had gone to, the
saloon roadhousc. The girl's mother
In company with an officer, went tc
the saloon. The police say, however,
to the sathat the man who took
loon the night before, learned thai
they were to Investigate and sent sa- a
taxicab to take the girl from the
loon to Old Albuquerque. When the
police arrived the proprietor of the
roadhouse was questioned and told
them he remembered a girl having
teen there the night before, hut denied
she still was in the place, or that she
was there yesterday
Tho girl said she left the road- house at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon
and arriving in old Albuquerque.
went to the home of persons she
knew, where she remained until last
night.
The police were notified when she
boarded the car and met the next two
cars from Old Albuquerque at Fifth
street and Central avenue.' The gin
left the car, however, at Seventh
street and walked up Copper avenue.
In this way she luded tho police.
The girl furnished the police with
the names of the men
were in the
party and Jhjj man who arted as her
escort. Two or the men and one wom
an, however, already had been arrest
ed and detained for investigation
The parents of the girl announced that
they would file a serious charge
against tne girl s escort today. Others
of the party may be arrested today in
connection with the girl's being kept
irom ncr noma ror the twenty-fou- r
nours.
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LOPES HELD FOR
GRAND JURY UPON

MURDER CHARGE
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Outfitters for Men and Soys
122 South"
'V- -

Sr eon J Street
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gnarantel
On salo

hose, $6.00.
urday at Wltluiej's.
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SPRINGS

HOT

IX

Cor Rheumatism, Stomach Trou-Ole- s,
Kidney Ailments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,

trip to Paywood from Albuqueriiu

I. '70.

Yesterday"

T. C. McDERMOTT
FAYWMD.

N

Vt-l-

cotton

Friday and

Sat,
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CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank the kind people
of Albuquerque and Madrid for their
Kinuness aurang our uei eavumeiii in
the loss of our husband and son,
James R. Heatherlngton. And especially the friends for the beautiful
flowers. May God's richest, blessings
rest on each and all of you."'
MHS. JAM.ES R- - HEATHERINdTOX,
.
MRS, W, H, A3liB

Miss Hasel Vamlersypt
Miss
Hazel Vandersypt, 27 years
died
old,
at 7:20 o'clock yesterday

morning at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Vandersypt. 1239
West Central avenue. She came here
with her no renin from Chicago six
'years ago. The body waB removed to
the Ulakemore mortunary home, 21
.'.
South Arno street
i.
W. A. 8
r
NOTICF
board
and
left
my
My.Vlft
Having
roam without caus, I will not be responsible for any "debt- contracted by
A S. CAVMSR, .
Hat.
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Booklet.

Hotel.

Modern

i

"Ghost of

Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Lars
etc
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From tho Pluy, "Two Women"
By Rupert Hughes

M
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.
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True love transforms tt wanton rulmret singer into a wontun with a
heart oT gold. A ily in which love redeems a waster's life from
into
serious put pose. A stirring; drtiina In which love overcomes the empty glitter of cabaret life.

WANTED.
Man to work with poultry! married
man or one not subject to military
duty preferred; good wages, living
quarters furnished; extensive exIt. B. T.,
perience not necessary.

11

TO AVOID THE CROWD COMIC TO MATINEE

Journal.
ALSO TWO HEEL KEYSTONE COMEDY

Chester Conklin in "CINDERS OF LOVE"

EYES
FITTED
RIGHT
Will be In Ills office Thursday, Frl- Unmriliiv uiwl Kiinilav mis vh-v50s'
West Central Avenue. Tlione
685 for Appointments.

Join tlia

Children 5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

to 6
Nights, 6 to 11
Matinee,

1

SPECIALIST

DR. KING.

THEATER
E

Uert Crow Club.

"Two-Ri- i"

LAST TIME TODAY

YOURTmTlINGBY" TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone 3.

SUITSCLEANED,
Four suits pVessed

HIGHEST CLASS ,N EvERY WAY
THE PKlMi; FAVORITE

$1
$1.25.

JACK PICKFORD

Contrai l plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Dellverv. Phone BBO.

IN

GEHTfRY'SEGGS
Con-ro- y

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
and Son Joso Market; 65c Uo7n.

"His Majesty

bittner"who useTroo
SI9

2

ms
South First. Phone 22l.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 67

Bunker Bean"
Five Part Paramount
Picture thut Will Delight the Children One thut Grown People

A

Will Thoroughly Enjoy.
"A PARAMOUNT PICTOGnAFH"

"TWO TOUGH TENDERFEET"
10c
to 6 Admission. ......
,
Adults 15c; Children 10c
to 11 . . ,

1

1

Don't neglect the "Iwo-BUCross Club. Join today.

COMEDY

MACK SENNETT

6

Dentist
and 2. Whiting Building
Phone No. 681.
Corner Second and Gold.

Rooms

Red

"

livery and Mditn nurses. Trimble's

Red Barn.

W. p.
ARMTJO'S TAXI LINE
Two largo cars at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hour.

FOR SALE
Furniture of a
house, Including range and kitchen utensils;
all sanitary and almost new; at 819
North Eleventh.

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

Phone 2138TJ.

FOR QUICK

22S West

Fhone 801.

'

FOR RENT.

Fine office rooms formerly occupied by the cattle sanitary board.
For full Information call at J. Kor-be- r
& Co., 220 West Second.

Bryant's Delivery
SERVICE
Copcr.

For Sale Bakery
Pay your "Two-Bit- "
A good paying propoRed Cross dues. This is
sition doing $3,000 per a duty you should not
month business, in live neglect.
town in New Mexico.
Reason for selling-par- tner
WANTED
in army. InExperienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
quire Box 50, Journal
ment In
Postofflce Box
city. Apply
200, City.

Office.

LOOK

Don't neglect tho "Two-BitCmu Club. Join today.

"

Red

The Real Hoover Candy
tuwuraK

Bliop

.

IUIlOCOlate

i

and Central
"Grimshaw Wants to See Ion"

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
- Gloss.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQTJERQtJB
423 If. First.
Phone 421.

FANCY

SUMMER APPLES
FOR SALE
Wo have a very large crop of
tliem and all orders will bo greatly apprec iated. For prices wric

Furnished home in the heart of the
city for sale cheap. Rents for $25.
Sale price going down $100 each
month, from $3,000 to $2,500, first
of next month $2,400.
Apply 419

or call at

DR.

MARRON
$21

1

'

Vk

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL

Phone

831--

LA SALLE RANCH
Phone Red 2, L. Groa, Mgr.
Bernalillo, N. M.

3. W. Barnes.

West Copper.

Are

OFFICE

JOURNAL

MORNING

DELIVERY
AND
CALL
BATCH'S OLD STAND
W. R. V- -

FBEB

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

Farm Labor Agent

PHONE 411

Russia and Black Oxfords

Stetson and Walk Over Oxfords, values to $7.50

SCHEXCK

NORMA

COOPER MOTOR CO.

B. M. WILLIAMS

Private. John H. Dale of the South
western
recruiting district for the
army, who fired his first bomb at the
slackers and pool hall Idlers of Albuquerque at the high school auditorium
Wednesday night, has decided to put
on a more Intensive campaign.
Privato Dale says the type of fellows he wants to reach cannot be
found In the churches or at the patriotic meetings but in the pool halls
and on the streets. He has, therefore,
decided to make a series of lectures
on the streets.
These will be held in
the evenings and according to Private
Dalo his first open air lecture In Albuquerque will be given on one of the
street corners tonight, provided the
weauicr man will
with
him. He will use an automohiln
platform.
The decision to make onen sir nil.
dresses will not Interfere In the least
with the lecture which is to be
at the high school Sunday night. given
Private Dale has given lectures on the
streets in other towns to crowds that
almost blocked the traffic on the
streets. His campaign will end here
July 31. He will then go to Santa
Fe to begin a drive there.

M.

Presents

W. 8. 8.
Persons who wish to renew or take
oat memberships In the Red Cross
.an do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson A Co., Grimshaw's
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. 1.1S1--

EXTRA SPECIAL!

le

JOSEPH

Distributors for New Mexico
Coleman Blank Garage

hi.--

)

This is the bargain of the year in Men's
Oxfords.

Co.

mm-Hun-

in

Re-liab-

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

The

miles.

recently purchased a
Reo for stage route from Silver
City to Mogollon. Why?
Gibson of Socorro recently purchased three Reos for mountain
taxi service.
Bennett

fODAY and TOMORROW

House of High Class Pictures and Music

over-size-

Porfirlo Lopes was arraigned before Judge W. W. McClellan yesterday afternoon and charged with the
'murder of Timetero Maldonado In
He
San Jose, early Monday morning.
waived preliminary hearing and was
hound over to await the action of the
grand jury. His bond was fixed at
$5,000.
Attorney E. B. Garcia repreW.8.&
sented Lopes In court.
An Inquest over Maldonacflp was BROTHER OF WOMAN
h cotton
Fifty feet guaranteed
hose, jkA.no. On sale I'rULiy and Sat- held yesterday morning, the Jury
HERE KILLED WHILE
urday at Whitney's.
agreeing that the dead man came in-to
his death from a gunshot wound
flicted by a weapon In the hands of
FIGHTING IN FRANCE
Lopee.
Toibio Maldonado, brother of the
Guy Dallas Benton, brother of
slain man, was the principal witness.
Mrs. Charles R. Glllard, 321 South
I He merely repeated tho story he told
Walter
street, has been killed $
the police after the shooting. He
while fighting In France, accord-said he and his brother were accoming to word received here by Dr.
panying LnpeB to his home after a
and Mis. Oillard.
dance which followed a christening
The news of Benton's death,
ceremony. He said as they left Lopes
which occurred last month, was
a shot rang out and his brother fell
late In reaching his sister because 9
with a bullet through his abdomen.
he had enlisted under the name of
Funeral services for Tim"o Maldeorgp Dallas Murphy and gave
donado were held in San Felipe de
his address the same as that of
Nerl church yesterday.
Mrs. Gillard, who was then llv- ing at Spartanaburg, N. C. Seven
months ago Dr. and Mrs. Glllard
MAN FINED ON CHARGE
Benton 8
moved to Albuquerque.
enlisted under an assumed name
OF STEALING WATER
because ho was not 21 years old
and therefore' not old enough to
Alvin I'ohle, who recently was fined
enlist without his parents' eon- $10 by Judge W. W. McClellan in posent. He was ' In the service sev- lice court for failure to connect with
eral months before his parents,
the city water mains, yesterday was
who live In another city, know of
fined $25 or given an alternative senhis whereabouts. He was a mem- on
a
tence of 30 days In jail
charge
her of the marine corps.
of stealing a bucket of water from a
neighbor's hydrant.
He filed notice that he would ap
DEAT"HSAND FUNERALS
peal the case and his appeal bond was
fixed at $100.

The
Sale
Price J) jJDj) Pair

mm

The New Model Reo Four
If you want one of these beautiful
cars at present price It will be
NECESSARY TO APPLY SOON
Remember the Reo Is the car
d
of
parts throughout. Ask
for booklet by New Mexico owners who have driven their cars

Santa Fe Shopmen Make Do- Declares Escort Took Her to
Roadhousc Where She Renations of More Than $500
mained Day and Night; Paran4 Insure Success of Fund
ents Will File Charge,
Campaign for Relief Money,

EAT GOOD FRESH BEANS
Have for today u lot of nice Green hnJ Wax Beans,

DUE

OVER TOP

N. M.

lulu III IS

All

SALVATION

USED CAR SALE

SHEEP FOR SALE

Look Over the List

Von May
Find Just What Ton Want.
One Overland Touring '
$100
One
Overland Touring,
1275
One Overland Roadster. ., . $ 150
One Bulck Touring, T
'
$950
passenger
One Overland Touring $250.00
passenger
One Ford Touring..
$350
One Dodge Touring.
.$200
AMONG
MANY BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER.

We have tho best bargains in the
slate in breeding ewes, both In
If in
heavy and light Bhearers.
the market for sheep write us. We
also have fine pure bred rams for
immediate or future delivery. Wm.
L. Staley & Co., Second street and
Gold Avenue.
,

'

5-

BRITISHERS
A ENLIST NOW!
'

f
J

j

Alt' persons Wishing to enlist, In th
British iOC Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

George Roslington
Resident Officer

......

Gallup Lnmp

CerrUloa Lump

.

,

HahnCoal Co.

Gallop stove

Oerrllloa Stova

PHONE $1
KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone 710.

CO.

D
6IS-51- 5

W.

I

tntrSl.l

;'
AUTHRACITK, ALL SI2rESj STEAM COAL.
.
.,
,
fttbaViatin'ITbOBV Factory Wood, Cord Wood.",kadT Xrndllng, Urna, '
!

